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Executive Summary

.The following report describes an evaluation of the utility and
,

4 perceived effectiveness'of a spedific.structured analysis and design techqique

as ari,,aid in managing a complex. military training environment.. In this study

,4 Sofiech, Inc., a Aoston<based computer software iirm, applied their Structured
,

: Analybis and Design Technique (SADT ) to the problems confronting the

. .
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine .Command (TRADOC) in managing rapidly occurring

4'

,-..,

. innovations in training.
., 4., .

...) 1

. .
v

.

Theae changes include.the .self-pacing of a.large number of training
..1

carses eyaluating training effectiveness both, in terms of the individual

.

4,1ft V
soldier' and.the"nnit, and the development o£ management:strategies to Improve

a

TRADOCIs'nbility-ko alloca e resources, establish accountability, improve.

o

eachth /it y, and,,t

objectives.

If "use',of t11tp
.

yautly improAd TIADN's
,,,

ieve abetter match between training content and
-

tkular',,analysis and planning methodologY. signiT-

'Minty' to manage proposed changes:in.training, more

Widespread tie of'SADT in DoD training:environment would be warranted..

vThus, rhe'. roject included- an independent evaluation commissioned by the'

.

Advanc.ed
,

esearch Projects Agen (ARPA) and conduCted.by The r-istructional,

1

ftv

A .,
n

Systems Laboratory at The Unkersity of Texas at Austin. The 'evaluation
,

: ,..,--

staff was responsible solely td ARPA for evaluative procedures,sesults,

and c"onclusions. ,The go,als of this evaluation were to assesst,he utility

'

and effectiveness of SADT in'.a training environment. This document constitutes

the final report of this evaluation.

Overview of SADT

SADT,analyzes a problem through building a mbael or representation of

the problem on paper which is top-down, hierarchic, modular,and ructured.
,.

-



SADT consists of two major component6,, raphic'Aotation and a di ciplined
,

process which specifies how individuals in clearly defined roles are t

I/

interact to produce a. model of the training program. The benef ts of
v

.
. _.:,

applying this technique to a complex system problem derive fro the mod' t1

i

produced. This model serves- as documentation-of, the best thi ing of experts

as to the status of t'e system and 'e7kves through,an iterati e author-

il

commenter cycle.

Project Tasks and Evaluation Phases

SofTech was to perform their work in 4 tasks. ,Task 1 was a "start up"

activity in which SofTec.h analystg4produced an'ove/kiew !nod 1 of the training

and evaluation system. In Task 2 SADT analysts from SOfTec, and TRADOC:

jointly produced an SADT model of a tank weaponS system. In Task 3 TRADOC

and SADT analystsed Tasks 1 and 2 models as startinooints to produce

a fully elaborated model of Army training and evaluatitn as it should be,

conducted. Task 4 was to consist of a plan for implementing the training.,

and evaluation system conceptualized in. Task 3,_but was subsequently altered

and did not fall within the timeframe of this evaluation.

The evaluation was conducted in three'phases. A primary source of

data used in all, three phases was the expressed opinions and attitudes of '

participating,TRADOC personnel towards SADT. The purpose of the Phase 1

.evalUative phase was to determine initial attitudes towards SADT and to

measure the kinds ef activities occurring in the project. The Phase 2 evaluation

reported attitudes cowards SADT after development of the major SADT modelS

6

were completed. The Phase 3 evaluation followed Phase 2 by '6. weeks and was

,

concerned with exgmining discrepancies between. Phase 1 and Phase 2 results

along with obtaining summary impressions and conclusions bout SADT from

Participating TRADOC personnel.
. . ,. ,

ii4
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Results and' Concjataions*------

Extensive data were qolleCted.early in the project to determine if the
, -

SADT prbeess had been implemented as specafied.in-the contract: proposal:. These

-21 Ata
Suggested that the participation O.'TRADOC officers in the project had

been approXimately half that originally expected. The number of offiders'.

trained to create SADT diagrams, 'less than expected thrOughOut the project

(nd the failure to fully implement this aspect' of the'SADT process at TRADOC

ay have lowered the impact the technique had on the client organization.

Participating'TRAbOC officers were' polled about halfway'in the project
.

#
concerning their,impressiOns of SADT and the prOgress of the Project thus far.

.

The general opinion expressed was that while the technique appeared to be a

/ good one- in a .geheral, contextfree sense, most officers believed it was too

.

earlytoc.onclude whether SADT would ultimately affect the training concepts'.

held by TRADOC. Some officers were skeptical of .this project having any

impact on TRADOC or qhe status of training.

Participating TRADOC,officers were polled again folloWing the completion
i

of Task 3. It was found from comparing these two samplinOs' that attitudes

Cowards SADT had become more positive following the completion of:Task 3.

. At this point participating offlcers,had gained confidence yin the ability,

of the technique to focus attention on relevant issues and elucidate the

interrelationships of various components of the training system. 'These

officers were particularly pleased with the Task 3 model, Which-appears to

have documented a level of understanding and insight into_theNtraining system

which had not been achieved or at least!o viv.idly portrayed previously. A

follow-up interview and questionnaire, six weeks later indicated that these

expressed opinions remained stable.



'

Summary gad Conclusions'

!) Articulation of Army training and s.k,aluation represented by the

/

Task 3 model represented the, most dixect angible benefit of this project

tO.TRADOC! This model integtated the/pr viously ildependently conceptualized

areas of training, .evalpation, and syst M development in ang understandable'

and practical manner.

.lienting:thei new ,conceptualization of

it does not appear that this application of SADT created new

:ledge about sPe:cific-,aspects of the training, system but rather that it

From this docum4ntation,

training

the actual work

can begin.

of imple-

integratebCa'nd communicated what,was,known about training in a usefUl and

coherent way. TheilISADT dia rams and procedures provide a mechanism for

_ docuMehfing the be ,thinking in a client 'organization and interrelating.

limportant,concepts in a clear, and practical manner. It was 'concluded that

further application

be worthwhile:,

411.

ft

.

f SADT such as the one described in this report would

LC
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L Project Overview *

This doCument describes the evaluation of a projectsupported
,.

jointly by the United States Army Training and Doctrine Command ( TRADOC)

and the
.
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) the

, .

.

contract title "Demonstration and 'Evaluation of an Advanced;Syhtema AnalySiS

Technique in, Modeling a DoD Training Environment" (ARPA Order No: 3230, /

1

Contract No.: MDA 903-76-,C-0249).**

In this study SofTech, a.BoatOn-based computer software firm,

applied the Structured AValisis and Design technique (SADT ) to the

problems ',IRnfronting a training command headquarters iri managing rapidly

occurring innovations in training methods. These changes include the self-,

pacing of a large number of Atray courses, the initiation of a major project

to evalua ) e training effectiveness both In terms of the individual soldier
:

and thle,unit, and the development of management strategies to improve TRADOC's

ability to allocate resources to training sites,, establish better accounia-.
.

bility'of resources expended, improve the management of teaching quality,

measure competence objectively and quantitatively, and to achieve'a better,..

match between training content and real WorldjobobjectiveS.

If 'this particular analysis and planning methodology signficantly

*The apthors.would like to thank SofTech, Inc.. for their cooperation

and assistance in gathering data'for this report,-especially Reuben Jones,
project manager; Steve Lipka, Stan Smith and Boyd Mathers, SADT authors; as
well as many officers at TRADOC who freely gave of their valuable time for

interviews lind questionnaire responding. Without the cooperation of body.'
agencies this report could not have been written.

**EvaluatiOn reports were generated throughout this. projeCt. These
interim.reports were written for a limited audience and were not didseminated.

Although not available,' these reports are cited ip the following text to pro7.
vide background and clarity to ongoing discussions., The substantive results
and conclusions of these smaller,. sequential project summaries are contained
in this report.

1
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improvedTRADO'C'S ability to accomplish theseobjectives, more wide-spread-.

use of SADT- throughout theDoD training establishment, and poSsiblyottiet.

;r1

-11

parts of DoD Would be warranted,' Because of the,rapid pace with which

training' innovations are planned at TRADOC, this environment provided a

good test bed in which to assess the applicability of SADT- to analysis and

planning problems encountered' in, Don'traiaing environments,

Thug, till ,Project included an evaluation effort. to-assess the utility.
.

:And effectiveness of the Structured Analysis and Design 4echnique (SADT)

training. environment and an evaluation' orthe impadt of the project

On TRADOCO ability to identify and understand the typea-,pfchanges required

Army.:training and to develop a practical plan for carryinAout those

changes. This document constitutes the final report of.this evaluation.

-1
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II. Overview of SADT I
.

SADT is a systematic approach to understanding and solVibg complex

. 7 ..
.

system problems, including planning, equirements definition, functional
.

analysis, and system design. Under development by SofTech since 1910, the

.+Ytechnique grew ouc, of earlier work on software engineering at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology. SofTech has applied the technique.

to a wide range of planning, analysis, and design problems, involving.

people, machines, softwre, hardware, dataha+, communications networks,
.

procedures and finances.

The underlying philoophy of SADT is that the human mind is capable

of.Understanding any amountiof complexity, as long as it is presented in

,small, accessible chinks that are linked to make a whble. This

structured decomposition oxientatioh to understnndingcOmplex problems has

become a standard tool of computer software 'development specialists but'
. .

would appear to be-applicable to.,any field where there is a need to eldCi-

date the. relationships between parts and wholes in complex systemsOr

programs.

SADT analyzes'a'prOblem through building a model pr representation

of the problem on paper which is top.-dOWn, modular, hierarchic, and...,..

structured. SADT consists of two major components, the graphic notation"'

of this particular modeling methodology'and a disciplinedprocess which

"specifies how-individuals in clearly defined roles are to-inetact to pioduce

the model. Thus, SADT consists of both asrnphiclanguage and a well7

defined discipline or.process which spells out.thtsprocedures to be folloWed

in. obtaining a structured decOmposition of the problem athand. These will

be discussed in turn below..

3 ,



Gtaphic Conventions. The SADT graphic ianguai6,provides
i

a limited
t

set of/Constructs from which snalystg;a4d designers.cAn compOse orderly
I 1 4

0 , .

N

. .'
structures of-aAy recfuired size. The notation is-comproSed of, boxes and

f
arrows. Bpxes represent parts of i whole, Strow0 represent interfaces between

,partdd Diagrams represent wholes and, are composed of bokes, arrows; natural\

language names, and certain other notation. Thesame graphics are appX ble

bothactivities and data.

An,SADT model is an.oganized sequence Of diagrams, each witlt

concise supporting text. A high-level overview,04gram represents the w

subject. Each lower-level diagram connects exactly into higher level portions

of the model, thls.Oreserying the logical:relationship of'each component

tO the,. total system. Thus, program detail is introduced gradually ,sq-that'

.

subsEantive detail is integrated into thewhole without obScuring the-.

overall intedt or "big picture. Figure 1 proNddes a conceptual illuStration.

of the todeltni process. Figure 2 contains an actual SADT diagram_produced

during thisproject. -

SADT model is a graphic representation of the hierarchic gtruc-

Cure of a system, decomposed with .a definite purpose in mind. A model, is

structured so that it gradually exposes detail, bul its depth'is bounded.

by the restriction of its vantage pointOand.its Content is bounded by its

/42
viewpoint, The priorities dictated by its purpose determine the layefing

of the top=llown.deComposition. Parallel models can -accomodate both multiple

viewpoints and various;Stages of System implementations.-

.

The arrOwstrUct4re on an SADT diagram OpresentS a'conStraint

relationShip among the boxes. It dbes not necessarily represent flow of

control or'sequence,'as for example, on a flowchhrt for a computer program.
4.

12
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Figure Conceptual illustration rf the modeling
procev.

-t

Constraint arrows show necessary conditions imposed on an activity.

Most arrows represent interfaces between boxes, whether in ;the

same or different models' Some arrows represent non-interface interlocking

.between models. The interface. structure, particularly', Passes through

,...Al

I
levels of diagrams; creating a web that integrates all parts,of the

shows the whole system's environmental interfaces with

documentation of the mechanics of,the.technique

decomposition and

the topmost box. Further

can be Found in Auintrciiluction to SADT (Publication number 9022-78R,

SofTech, inc., 460 Totten Pond Road, Waltham, Massachusetts, 02154).

teamwork

The SADT Process. Complex problem analysis requires cooperative

from many SADI' attempts to Provide a clear definition

13,
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of the kinds of interactions whi

involved by establishing titles a

appear in Table 1. The SADT,Vro

uld occur between the personnel

fActio

continuous documentation, and regul
P

s of appropriate roles. These

ich these robs interact, provides

tical,raview of the work produced.

In this way decisions can be 4ee4 in context and can be challenged file
"t-

alteinatives are still viable.

Throughout a projec't,draft versions of diagrams in evolving mode4s.

are distributedistributed to project members for review. Commenters'make their

suggestions in writing directly on copies of the diagrams. .Written

records, of decisions and alternatiVes are retained as th y unfold. As

changes and corrections are made, all versions are entered in,

files. A project4i arian provides filing, cristributIonend

the project

record keeping

support. This process documents all decisions aribi asons why decisions

the .work isare made. When commenters and authors reach an understand-ng,

reviewed by a committee of'senior technical and. management,peraqnnel. During

the process, incorrect or unacceptable results may be identified garly, so

that oversights or errors can be detected before they cause major disruptions.

Since everything is on record, future enhanceMent and system main enance

can reference previous analysis and ddsign decisions. A list of r?les and

. functions used in the 'SADT process appears in Table 1.

Because documentation is produced as the model evolves, the

status of the ,

project is visible to aLl interested parties. Management can

study thel,aquireMents (or the design) in .a "top -down" manner, beginning

with an erview and continuing to any relevant teVel of de,txt .

>.

prpsentatLons to upper management usually follow standard 'summary and

(, senior executives become ri..d;p: of thewalk-through methods, even can

SADT langhage.



Table 1

Titles dnd Functions in the SADT Process

Aut

Title

Commenters

Technical Committee

Experts

Readjrs

Monitor

Project Librarian

Project- Mlnager.

in!:tructor
.

A pe0un fluent in SADT who trains Authors
and ComMenters,:who a:e using SADT for the

Function

'Personnel who study requirements and
constraints, analyze the system functions
and represent them by a model based on
SADT diagrams: r, a.

IndividUals who must review and comment
n writing on the SADT diagrams ptoduced
by the authors.

A group of senior technical personnel
-/)assigned to review the analysis/at

every major level of decomposition. They':

resolve technical question§ or disagree-.
ments or-recommend a deciSiom:to the'
project management. s.

Persops from whom authors obtain specia,k-
ized information about-functionalrequire7
ments and certain constraintsby means
of interviews.

Personnel who read SADT diagrams for infor-
mation but are not expected:to make written
comments.

A_person fluent in SADT who assists and
advises project personnel in the use and
application of SADT.

Aiperon assigned the responsibility of
maintaining a centralized file of all.
project diagrams and'associated documents,
making'coples, distributing reader kits,
keeping reader kits, keeping records, ett.

The member of the project who has the
final. technical resp nsibiliiy for carrying
out the system ana :as and desikn.

first time.

''Y
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U

V

Implementing the...Approach: How SADT:iS implemented varies according,

to -organization needs and the kinds of systems under consideration, There

is no set pattern`aniopg 'different organizations for the contentsa

problem analysis. In each case:, the needs of the client organizati,on-

be accomodated, Because local needs'are,diverSe, implementation of SADT is

-a fildarn by doing;.' experience in whichproje t^p sonnel acquire ways of

understanding the generic nature'of syystems.

While little previous evaluative data ekists on SADT,.usersireport'

tat it is _a, communications vehicle which focuses attention}- on well-defined
, A

.

. .

. - ,--k.!

. .

topics, that it incrcases'management control' through visibility and standard-
4 .

.

ization, that it creates a systematic work breakdown structure for project.

A

r.
teams, and that it minimizes errors through disciplined flexibility (pee

Ross,' D.T. and Schomau, K.E. Structured analysis for requirementsp,definition.

IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering, Vol. SE-=3 1 , January 1977, p10.

6-15).

9
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AIL. Overview of the U.S. Army Trainingt. ct

ap,ctDocrine:CoMmao4 (TRADOC) *'
G..

. 40
he 'U.S, Army Training.and'boctrine Command (TRADOC) was created

1nr 19
.

With7.an annual bUdget,approaching one blind dollars and a total

program that include* the'emplpyment of_approxiMately 12,000 Officers,

59;000 enlisted men ana-4&,2000 eivilians,TRADOC-is'charged with the respensi-
,,

bi.ptY,e5f establishing and'maintaining Army conceptg, principles; and policies
,.,..

'Cddctrine) .andfor'the conduct of all Army training.
q. .R.

: .RADiC consistsesaentially, of two major components for meeting
,.4.4.

...

,,

ifilese responsibilities: a cOmhat developments program and:a -L-aining program.
2>

t,

The combat developments program consists of three major activities'(1) the t
. - . g

J
-,detefmination of requirements-and ca ,abilities of weapon systemsland

.

.

..,

eqUipment (including non - combat equipment);: (2) the deveilopment of optimal

organizational policy (e.g , determining the formal organization of tank

battalions and the integration of those forces with mechanized rifle corn

maintenance crewsyetc.); and,(3) the development of tactics and4
techniques by which the acquired weapons and equipmewt will be deployed

"1
by the various, organizational' grouRings of troops on the modern battlefield.

The training branch of TRADOC consists of the triplitional,Army

training structure described below, and a training development component

which has achieved visibility only within the last two years. Each wi

be discussed 10ow.

*This description of TRADOC is based on the proceedings of various
commander's Conterenees and Technology Symposiums sponsored by TRADOC in
1975 and 1976. While this overview may now be slightly dated, it illustrates:
constderattons which ultimately led to TRADOC's participation in this project.

4
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While the training devel?pments component ofTRADOC represents

1 new concept, the training AruCture within the Arilly is well established.
),

For enlisted men, the.program consists Of the well- known basic training
/0

an0 advanced individual training (AI's) which is conducted at several

r. ,,I,

,.
insCaqations across the country. There are 21,training schools such

as'the U.S. Army Infantry School9at Ft, Benning, Georgia, the O.S. Army

Armory School at Ft, Knox, Kentucky, the U.S. Army Field Artillery School

at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma, the U.S.. Army Transportation School at Ft. Eustis,

and, the, U.S. Army Engineer Training Center at Ft, Leonard Wood,
ee

lissouri. There is a continuing education program for noncommissioned

officers (which,like AIT,. is usually conducted through the training school)

co'keep soldiers current on developments in equipment and doctrine.

There is also basic training, intensive advanced individual

I

training and continuing education programs for officers which contain

4oecial emphasis on such area.s,as leadership, management, and tactics.

`'or higher ranking offiCers (usually majors) there is the Command and

General Staff College at Ft. Levenworth, Pqnsas, and at a still higher

level, there is the Army War College. Additionally the entire ROTC

structure and Officer Candidate School fall within TRADOC' responsibilities.

In.adattien to these training facilities; TRADOC contains many

sn'nagencies such as the Combat Arms Training Board (CATB), the Training

Aid Development and Requirements Agency (TRADER), the Combat Development

'.:xperimentatiop Command '(EDEC,), the TRADOC Combined Arms Test Agency

(TCATA) and the TRADOC Systems Analysis Agency (TRASANA). Thus, .manage-

ment responsibility for the Various aspects of training-and evaluation

tra4'itionaIly been diffused throughout the trait-am,: system.

12
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While this brief survey df training commands and agencies is not

exhaustive, it indicates the breadth of TRADOC''s educational management:.

responsibility. Thus, TRIg.DOC lepres -6nts lierhhns the world's largest

?
tlining agency, responsible for teach-11g a comprehensive range of skills..

,-

.--and competencies across a,wide range geographic locales Under the

control of a wide n e of subagencies WithinJRADOC.
'X.

Innovations in A4y Training

Iintil recently; innovation had not been a high priority in Army
r 7--,

training and evaluation. Traditionally,l'job training had been conducted

inthe Army schools using a/platform .lecture format. Performance usually

was.evaluated by paper and pencil tests. For each military occupation

speCialty (MOS) there was an AIT course and progressive supplipmentary

L-.7aining courses. There was an_associated test for each skill level,of

ach MOS, usually consisting Of about 100 multiple choice questions.

Initial. analfes of training effectiveness in the early 1970,!-s

suggested that the actual \Qerformance.OT soldiers in the field did not

omeet criteria .establ shed by outside contractors and the combat develop-

o2nts branch of TRADOC. A brief example illustrates this point. While

-the example presented is hypothetical, it is based on the results of

several actual analyses of specific weapons. systems.

Figure 3 indicates the probability of hitting a molting target

.with a particular weapon as a function of the distance from the target

in meters. 'Line A indicates the actual performance of a group of soldiers

using this weapon. Line B indicates the capability of the weapon as

determined by thy Army Materiel Systems Analysis Agency \(AMSAA). Line C

/ represents what a group qf combat officers believed was the capability

of their soldiers of using the weapon.

13
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Figure 3 data suggest,that the ability of'the soldier to use the

Weapon in the field did not, match the weapon's capability,(di'screparicy
/ 'F

between lines A and Further, what commanding officers believed be

the capability of the weapon was not veridical with actual performance /

(discrepancy between lines A and C). Thds, the decisions an officer made
el

on the battlefield relative to this weapon would net match his troops'

ability to deploy'it nor the 'weapon''s actual capability.'-

Based on these results, the length of traininglor weapon.

was doubled and a simulator developed to provide more practice opportunities-.

This'increased proficiency considerably. In experimentingkth,the training

'for thisthis weapon it was found that.saldiers had difficulty estiOating the

range of the target through the weapon's complex sight: To remedy this it

was decided to use the weapons in pairs and:firing in,sequence. Thus, one

soldier Would'estimate range, aim, and fire. A second soldier would then

use the first soldier's range estimate and his observation of where the

first rcnind. hit to obtain a better range estimate for a second firing on.

the target. The. performance of pairs of soldiers using this procAlre

is indicated by,Line D on Figure. This level.ofperfw:liance,exCeeda:

what was originally considered to be, the,.capability. of -ae Weapon. 'Training'

analysts SIudieS such as this- were seminal ip bringin!.. About a concern for

training developed to within TRADOC.-

Another Cietor motivating the search for improved training methods
4

was budgetary constraints. As TRADOC was becoming aware of some inadequacies.

in training, they were faced with the task of improving the quality

training with a A_ec,reased trainiiig budget. This forced the realization that

the traditional. labor intensive metbodyf training employed by TRADOC

7,



(platfotm lecturers, low instructor/Student ratios;- etc.) were not a,,

cost efficient .approach.for future Army training. Furthermore, mtigt

soldiers spend only 2-or,3 months out -of a three-yeat tour of diity at a

training school. The man,hours loSt while a soldiergs away frOvi his

'unit of assignment attending school and the associated costs contribute

to the cost .of traditional ArMy training. These considerations have
,,

led TRADbC-to. make training'available, to the sbldier in his'Unit'of

assignment..' This Was seen as no small task ih that almost all training

resOurceslwere located at.the schools and training center

Given these considerations, TRADOC,formed an Instructional tech-

no logy study group whose membership included representative.4-dt industry,

government,, academia, and the military. After studying the Antry_trainOg

system this grOup presented its findings and recommendations, the. leader

ship of TRADOC. 4114e these findings are too lengthy teI)reseile here

several key issues that emerged are summarized below to convey the flayor

of what was reported by this 'group.

Tltf Army's instructional, strategies were not as cost-

efficient as so,ti more. modern instructional technologies.

School personnel lacked the understanding, motivation,
. .

and to employ modern, inst.rtunal tectinolOgies.

1. Effectiye training program evaluation was not occurring.

in .the-Army training system.

4. Criterion-referenced training and evaluation was not

evident in the Army iraining system.

. Very little sell pacing w!ii; 1:4,1ng employed in, the training

1



6. Disincentives fqr the introduction of training

innovations'; abounded in the training sySteM.
10

* 7...,..,Thete:wAs 116 pYoponency within TRADOC det4te'd-to the,

management Of training effeCtiveness.

8. The organizationaland management procesed.of TRADOC\

fractionalized,or diffused to the extent. that

training prograM'deVeIopment,

evalu4I1.4:::WereimPOeU,

From their stud.: this consulting group recommended that:TRADOC

implementation, and

*
consolidate their tr)liAng resource management processes,:formha .training

management-insti.tute to orient and educate the various managers:of train -,

ing in modern educational technology;,Consider adoptirig a systets:

a0proach Co training based on job`-.p'e'rformance data and cri\terion-refer-

,enced evaluation, and provide incentives to school-and unit commanders

for. inorporatIng:advanced instructional techniques and establishifik

pilot'projectS towards these goals as soon as possible,*

Since its incept ion in 1973, TRAINC has been 'active in its

attempts to modernize Army training, ktimarily through its training.
. .

fleVeL.Opments oraneb. MajorA)rojects have included the development of

.liaCkaged training extension courses (TECs) which -.(NnIsbe set .to the

.unfts thus making it ezisier for the soldier to learn on theApb. Most

.ot these courses utilize an Audte-visualHcassette machine that presents

a lesson both verbally and through visual aids, and alloys for testing

And feedback throughout the Lesson. Some machine4 even alloW simulationS:

.

.

..:)*Theaferementiond'at.tivities are uot-juteaded to be exhaustiVe':,

of the Jutiquences [(lading 0'.an lUcreased concern for the status of training

she,in I e Army but rather exemplary of the considerations which led to change.

17





'of the task being taught. Evidence/indicates that therself-paced TEC

courses are at least as effective as traditional Army training methods.

At the end of FY 77, 1044 of the 50001oUraes which had been proposed,
0

had been developed. By 1979 the Army expects td have 5 milliOn copies

ilof the TC,Iessons available for tive and reserve troops. .

Primarily ,through the efforts of the recently formed Training

0
Management Inatitute, Skill.QualifiCation Tests (SQTs) have been developed

to replace the old pencil and paper MOS tests. These are criterion-refer-

enced performance tests based on j b task analysis for each MOS. TRADOC

Is well on its way toward developing SQTs for each skill'level-of each

MOS and towards the development of a.prototype task description data base..

Another major effort has been devoted to the development of

training and evaluation of collectives (gtobps). The Army Training and

Evaluation Program (ARTEP) is an initial effortin this direction. ARTEPs

are manuals containinhow'to" instructio s for unit commanders_ on

conduc'ting collective training and evaluation. They describe the Cues

and conditions aunder which a parti011ar task may occur as paft of some

kiT'

definbd'mission (e.g.., deliberate daylight attack" or "night with-

drawal" of a rifle company),I The TEP manual also specifies the training

and evaluation standards for jud the. performance of a group.

Another major TRADOC effo has been the development of tors

to better train soldiers in the use of various weaPons and equipment. One

example is the LASER simulator for the M16 rifle, which emits an eye-safe

laser beam when fired, ather than a live round. Sensors on targets

provide immediate feedba on performance. It has been found that training

with LASER simulators is.at least as effective as traditional training

2 7
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with live ammunition at a fraction of the cost.

In collective training, two - sided, free play battlefield engagement

simulators have been developed. One such simulation, REALTRAIN, requires

that each soldier of two opposing forces wear specially trehted numbers

on their person. Each soldier's rifle is.eqOpped with a special sighting
.,,,

, \
lens. Upon,-.1;Uhtitlg an.dpponen, a soldier shouts the opponent's number

I

to a referee who records a "kill" and makes sure the victim retires from

1the game. The Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System (MILES) incorp-

.
orates the LAS1 simulator in a collective two-sided free play exercise.

Ea.ch soldier weeirs a belt with l er sensors. A loud tone indicates to
1r

the soldier that he is the victim. of a hit. If hit,. the soldier must go

to .a referee who(can turn off the tone with a key. A softer tone indicates

to the soldier that he was the,subject of a near miss. MILES and REALTRAIN

simulators have'also been developed for tank versus tank and soldier versus

tank simulators. Further developments have been aimed towards integrating

ARTEPs 4th REALTRAIN and/or MILE to obtain the spedificity of the SQT

evaluation of individuals at the collective training level.

This survey bf the TRADOC efforts to modernize Army training 1.

is far from compete but is indicative of the actions being taken'to meet

Cais goal.

Constraints on TRADOC,

TRADOC has been actively pursuing these activities despite

:;hortages' of personnel and resources. Another major constraint encoun4.!

tered.initially by TRADOC was the varying degree of resistance to change

in the training environment. Thus, TRADQC is in the positiOn of not only

managing a very large and complex training system, but also is actively

attempting to modernize, even revolutionize, Army training in the face of
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limited resources and resistance to-change. Further, because there'relaAi
. strong sense Oftime urgency in accomplishing these teaks, the management

of TRADOC's planned activities is even more arduous.

It is within this context that TRADOC has contracted SOfTech,

to apply its. Structured Analysis add Design Technique (SADT) to the problems

of managing rapidly occurring innovations in, training methods. 'SADT was to

be used in this study to identify changes in Army training requited to

significantly increase combat effectiveness, describe how Army training,

testing and evaluation programs would ogerfte after the proposed changes

are accomplished, and to plan how the changes in Army training would be

undestatten and how progress would. be monitored and evaluated.

Traditionally, Army training has not been viewed as a large syetem

problem, but rather as a composite of many smaller problems; These emtvller

problems usually haVe been solVed by a particular organization within the

_training command. A "good" solution often optimized' the particular organ

ization's objectives at some expense to the goal of achieving overall

Improvements in Army training. The major hypothesis of this.study. was

that defiding litary training as a itrge system will'provide the basis

.410 4

for note effec ively solving. small problems within.the context of oVerall

military objectives.

More specifically, TRADOC participated in this study to improve

their analysis andplannidg,of the training system. Special emphasis is

gien by TRADOC to the problem of describing the interrelationshi s between

.

the many training innovations being envisioned and in planning hOw those

changes should be accomplished.' Once developed, it is hoped that,the model

of the Army training system can be used to guide control system

20
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development from current status add capability to the :status'and."OpEh

bility desired. Aftyr the training system is fully implemented, thelqodel

coulckpo'tenrtelly be-Used to controlanmanage the-sYstem, Finally,. the

model produced could become the "standard" against which to compare current

system functioning.' Faced with the problems cited earlier, and in hopes

of achievinethe goals described here, TRADOC entered into the joint pro-

ject with SofTech and ARPA, which is the subject of this

.1

evaluation report.



IV. Description of Project Tasks and the Evaluation Time Frame

Prior to lactually applying SADT to Army training and testing.

,programs, "lead t me It was allowed for establishing a point-of-contact or

'1.

liason officer within TRADOC to function as an interface between TRADOC
.J , (' ,

and SofTech. This person was to be responsible for setting up facilities,

establishing appOintment schedules, and coordinating SofTech and TRADOC

efforts. A major portion of this preparatory activity was devoted, to

training selected TRADOC personnel in reading and authoring SADT diagrams.

These individuals were scheduled to play an active role in most project

Casks, particularly as commenters.

Project Tasks

The plan for applying SADT in the TRADOC environment consisted

of five project tasks. A desCription of these tasks as originally proposed

appears below. As the project proceeded, it.became necessary to alter

TaskS 4 and 5. These changes will be discussed in a subsequent section

of this report.

Task 1. In this task, SofTech analysts were to produce a

model describing, at the overview level, how the Arpy training program

would function aftervethe training innovations envis,i6ned by TRADOC were

actually, incorporated into Army practice. The principal purpose 9f this

initial effort-was to define the .types oechanges being planned by TRADOC

and to dstermine'how these changes. were related to existing training methods.

This Anitial description was to provide a focus for Task 2 work and serve

as the basis for Task 3.

Task 2. In this task SofTech analysts and TRADOC officers

23
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trained in SADT were to develop jointly a description of 'a total'weapons

system., The objective of this task was the derivation ofVEhe training

requirements necessary foi thqt weapon syStem to be maximally effective

on the battlefield. It was belied that only by looking at a particular

weapons system as a total system 7-Could that system's training requirements

be fully understood.

The Army's major weapons systems, such as attack helicopters/A

field artillery and tanks; are necessarily conceApalized as dependent ,

components within a larger integrated combined arms force. _Because the

tank force is a relatively independent system requiring an increasing

amount of technical.training fOr its crew and support elements, it was

.chosen as the focus of Task 2. The results of a thorough analysis of.the

training support necessary for this weapon system was expected to be

representative of what would be found in analyses of other systems. The

insights gained in working through an SADT model of this particular

system.wete expected to be of,vqfile Ln4oPermining the optimum structure

of the entire Army ttraining and evaluation program, which was the

focus of Task 3.

Task 3. n Task 3_SADT dnd TRADOC personnel were to develop

jointlY an SADT model of the new Army training and evaluation system as it

should-function after training innovations envisioned ify TRADOC were actually

incorporated into the Army s standard operating 'procedures. The major

input to this effort was to be the general overview model of the Army

training system developed in.qask 1, and the SADT model and associated

reports of the analysis of tht tank system as a total weapon system developed

in Task 2.
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The result of Task 3 was to be a model showing in increasing'

levels of detail all of the activities that comprise the training system

of thefuture.' These activities were to include'such tasks as course

development, budgeting for the Army schools, measuring training effective-

ness, determining avenues, of information flow and feedback between'the

various organization4 components of the training system, evaluating the

impact of information and feedback on the training activities that actually

./.
occur, measuring cost effectiveness, and evaluating the new conceptualization

of training itself.

It was expected that this model would facilitate a better under-

standing of-what the.Army was to achieve and reduce the amount of time

spent plannin, managing, and accomplishing these achievements. Additionally,'

it was believedthat the model wou141'provide.a format which would facilitate

communication to-and from the variouvrcTonent schOolb and upperechelons

of the Department of the Army.

Task 4. The collective of this to k was to be the development

Army training would beof an innovation plan describing how chap

uadertaken and how their progress would be on red and evaluated. This

plan was to be prepared in two complementary forms: an SADT 'planning model

which shows precisely the interactions between the various elements of the

plan and an implementation schedule prepared by the Critial Path Method

(CPM).

,SofTech'was to assist TRADOC staff members in developing

model of the innovation plan and was to produce the CPM schedule. The

SofTech deliverable was to be a report presenting the 'model, the resulting

CPM schedule, and a summary of the algorithms used to perform the model

25,



to CPM conversion.

Task 5. This task was to consist of two distinct parts, the overall

evaluation of this project (which is repreSented by this report) and a plan

for wider Department of Defense (DOD) use of SADT which was to be preliared,_2

.-bySofTech with the assistance :of the projecE evaluator.' The overall eval-

uatlon was to focus) on whether .changes in 'rmy training tactually occurred

as a result of the project and whether these changes could Wcrease the combat
4

.readiness and battlefield effectiveness of the Army. This ejoluation was

to include an SADT model, produced by the evaluators, of 'the overall evalu-

ation effort.

If the final evaluation indicated that the-project goals were

met, SofTech was to prepare a plan for wider DoD use of SADT, addressing

four key issues:

the types of applications where the DoD could
realize the greatest benefits ana an estimate
of the magnitude of the benefits;

the types of documentation and courses required
if a significant number of people Were to learn
the technique;

areas where the methodology should be enhanced
to improve the quality of the results or its
transferability to a wider audience;

the types of automated tools required for the
exploitation of the methodology on large projects.

SofTech expected that the evaluation process would indicate area

in which there were problems in applying SADT methodology at TRADOC, area

where the technique must be further refined, and areas where alternative methods

might be preferable.: The plan,was to indicate how any deficiencies in

the methodology might be corrected prior to wider DoD use.,



Evaluation Time Frame

TJte evaluation of this project wasdividod into Otio phases.

with the results of-each phase presented in an evaluation report. These

phases are:

Phase 1. This phase covered Tasks 1 and 2, "and
concentrated on determining thelusefulness of
SADT in modeling Army training., A major portion
of this effort was the identification and'devSlopment

° of evaluative dimensions on which the effectivehess
of SADT and the usefulness of the models produced
were to be assessed. The.evaluation report, submitted
six weeks after the conclusion of. Task 2 was to
serve as input in determining whether, or not to
continue the project as planned.

Phase 2. This evaluative phase was concerned pri-,
marily with determining the impact of the Task 3
model. Because the model produced in Task 3 was to
represent the bulk of SofTech's work for TRADOC,
an'evSluatiOn of the perceived usefulness and impact
of this particular model sekmed apPiopriate prior
to beginning the final (Phase 3) evaluation effort:
Further, an interim evaluation deliverable at the
7fonclusion of Task 3 would provide an opportunity
to reconsider and update the findings and conclu-
sions of the Phase 1 evaluation.

Phase 3. This evaluative phase was to: (1) re-
examine the results and conclusions 4 the first
two evaluative deliverables, and (2) focus upon
the intermediate and long range effects of having
developed the models produced in Tasks 1, 3,

and 4.- Prithary emphasis was given in this phase
to whether the models had brought about a better
understanding of what needed to be done to improve
Army training, whether TRADOC personnel considered

. SADT a viable approach to their problems and a
determination of whether the work produced during
this project would ultimately make a difference in
Army training and ev4uation procedures. This
paper constitutes cite final evaluation report of
this project and summarizes the procedures and results
of all three evaluation phases.

Figure 4 indicates the relationship-between project tasks ,

and evaluation phases.
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The following_wections willLrepoet'the approach, specific procedures,

-result's and conclusions,for each Of the three evalu on'phtfaeo:

29
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V. Phase 1 Evaluation Procedures and Results

General Approach.
k

,

The propOsAl:shhmittedtp ARPA by SofTech specOied an..Opluatton

f.Zort which wOnld'.,Prayide ARPA with:

(1) an assessment of the utility and effectiveness
of the. Structured Analysis and Design Technique-
(SADT) in:the training command environment; and

4

(2)\ an evalpati n of the impact of the project on
TRADOCIts abi ity io,identify the', types of changes
required in Army t.rnining and.:.todevelop 'n practical
plan for carrying out those Changes.

general goals of the evaluation effort (1 and.2 aboVe) and

the experience accrued by the evaluators during an orientation visit to

TRADOC Headquarters suggested two major areas of inquiry for thePhasell'

evaluation. The first addressed the ut 11,ty and effectiveness of the
A

technique :itself and encompassed such questions as: Are:5ADT diagrams

accurate? Does the SADT process prOmote communication between diVerse

personnel in the project? Does SADT help achieVe clearer understanding,
?

of the problems at hand?

The second major aeea of inqdiy focused'on the interface bAIeen

'the Lechni4be and the particular environment in whiCh it is applied

this case, TRADOC. The value of the.tectinique-its is inconsequential f

the technique is not successfully implemented. Bus SADT is dependent

on the coppgration'and support of pbrsonnel in the client drganization,

Ounrginal implementatiOn in an unreceptive environment or a,lack of' .uniform

support could affect''°the utility.and effectiVeness,Of the teChniqUe itself..

Thus, two evaluation questions emerged. The first, addressed the

value. of SADT; the second addressed the value of the eechnique as applied



.ih an environment' like TRADOC. \Thifyiocond question was dependent on

the degree of impleMentation and the amount of support the technique''

received'from.the clientorg zatiQn, TRADOC. Degr4,.:pf implementation
.' '?

couldibe measured by various behaVioral indices'of participation in the

project by .members of TRADOC:::The value 6 stion Was not so easily

answered. Given the availAble reSOurces an time frame for the present
C

evalUat'ign 'effort.; e perceived effectiveness of the technique by, partici

,

'pating TRAD9Gefficers was given primary consideration in determining' the

value OfAADT.

The remainder of this section /attempts lo answer these questiOns

by specifying the evaldation methods and procedures followed, reporting '

and discussing the results ebtAined., prFsenting conclusions based on-fthe

eesults, and providing a suMillar Oitica). issues Which 4fee.ted, the

implementation of SADT in the TRADOC environment;

7
Methods and Procedures

c ...--A

A. Site visits. ::fhp evaluation team (Dr,, Gary' . Borich and:
.,.F,:.

Mr. tRon Jemelka) visited SetTech's Waltham, Massachusetts facility and TRADO(

Headquarters at Ft. Monfee, Virgigta in August, 1976. These visits provided

inita'l contact with SofTech and TRADOC; and provided a. realistic framework

from which to plan ;Siibsequeut 'evaluation effOfts Additionally, the.eval-
'f

swftion staff was provided training.in re4dibg and authoring SADT diagrams

'during these siteisits.

The development of evaluative dimensions. The next major

eValuat..ion effott,,wds the development of eValuative, dimensions to.provide a

frrliework for the asSe5>AMegt of SAT. The rationale for deVeloping theevaluative
.

'
.

,

dimenSionwas taken from the technical proposal submitted to_ AA:l.ARPy SofTech,

4O





The approach used in developing these dimensions was, to analyze the

benefits claimed by SofTech to occur at TRADOC as a result of this

contract. Because the selection of the evaluative dimensions was critical

to subgeluent evaluation efforts, these dimensions were derived directly

from t,e contractor's claims, to protect the evaluation from being biased

by criteria which were either unfair to the contractor or insensitive

to Army needs and expectations. Deriving dimensions from claims made by

the contractor in the technical proposal seemed ultimately fair to both

SofTech and TRADOC,. because SofTech wrote the proposal (made the claims)

and TRADOC accepted the proposal as documentation of what was _to be

delivered. The only constraint imposed by the evaluator in selecting

evaluative criteria was that each dimension chosen had to be measurable,

given the resources and time frame.allotted to the evaluation effort.

The technical proposal was analyzed and each claim was noted. The

process of deriving evaluative dimensions began by clustering similar

claims together. After this first clustering, each cluster was scrutinized

fqrtiler to determine if (a) there were significant overlap between clusters,

(b) there were only a few claims in any one cluster, and. (c) there were

radically different claims in any one cluster. Lit some eases, clusters were

combined and, in other CASCS, clusters were broken into related subclusters.

The overriding criterion for the composition of clusters was that each be

is 'independent or the others A!.: possible.

Each cluster was then analyzed and a generic title chosen to cover

all claims in that clw;ter. In this manner, each cluster _evolved into an

evaluative dimension. Those evaluative dimensions Appear in Appendix A.
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C. Data gathering strategies. Given thehtime and resource limita-

tions of the evaluation effort, the most direct manner in which to evaluate.

SADT in Tasks I and 2 was via the perceived effectiveness of the techniqUe

by TRADOC personnel involved in the project. The most straightforward

strategy would be to ask these individuals about various aspects of the

technique relevant to the evaluative dimensions and what benefits they

believe have accrued or could accrue to the Army as a result of its partici-

pation in the. project. Therefore, a questionnaire was developed and admin-

istered to TRADOC personnel. and then followed with a structured interview

focusing on specific responses to the questionnaire. The interview also

provided the opportunity to pose general questions about the value of

the technique and the use of the technique in the TRADOC environment. A

co the questionnaire appears irk Appendix B.

According to SofTech's descriptive literature, one of the necessary

"subsystems" of an SADT, project is a filesystem and library service which

organizes and centralizes record-keeping and support functions and which

allows the complete project,history to be :reviewed. This clerical function

ensures that documentation of the development ofan SADT model is maintained

concurrent with that development. A copy of cacti diagram produced'is

retained on tile, and ail interactions between individuals in the project

are documented.

This project file makes EL possible to determine the subject area

Of kit (a series of related SADT diagrams), number of'diagraw in
V

the kit, who the kit. was sent to for comments, how many times kits were

commented on and returned, and how often the author returned the kit. to

4 ,,



the re From these data, one can determine whether the activities'

described in the proposal actually occurred. While-designed to enhance

the review of project decisions and deveNopment, these data were important

in determining if the technique had been successfully implemented at.:

TRADOC headquarters.

The project -file at Ft. Monroe was examined to determine if this

library function had been maintained as claimed. The number of diagrams

produced and general content of the diagrams were noted. These data "-

then were used to prepare-frequency tables for all relevant process behaviors.

TRADOC participants were queried at randoM to determine the degree of

agreement between perceived level of participation and degree of participation

documented in the project file.

D. Summary of procedures. The Phase 1 evaluation procedures,

yielded three types of data:

(1) -process data obtained from examination of the project file;

(2) quAtitative data - obtained from the quantifiable question-
naire responses (twe Appendix 11, items. 1 through 38) ;

(3) qualitative data obtained from responses to open-ended
questionnaire items (Items 39 through 44) and from responses
to interview probes. ,

.

After the results of each type of data were prepared they were

combined where appropriate to answer the two basic questions ukich were
W

the focus of the-Phase 1 evaluation effort. The first question concerned

the Value OF merit of SADT itself. The second question addressed the

implementation of SADT, 7artienlarly in an environment such as TRADOC.



The data frodl all three sources

.0%

were interrelated prior to drawing conch

sions about the value of SADT. Tge interaction of these three groups

of data illuminated both the technique itself and'-the effect'of variables

which moderate the effectiveness

Results '

Of the technique.

This section presents results of the Phase-1 evaluation. Data

on the implementation of SADT during this phase will be presented first

followed' by,results from the questionnaire and structured interviews.

A. Process, data. The first step in this phase of the evaluation

was to determine whether the roles of the TRADOC.and.soft6 ch personnel

specified in the contract propoS al had actually been

of what had occurred up to this point in the project

Performed. Examinatiori

revealed that the

processes and role functions specified in the proposal did occur with

some exceptions. One notable omission, however, was that no Senior Review

Committee was-as reported to the i L report. SofTech explained the absence

of than Senior Review Committee by noting:

As fewer changes ;(were indicated by comments
received, the diagrams would normally have been
sent to a selected group of commenters referred
toas the Senior Review Committee., This committee
would be requested to review these diagrams and
approve them.; Since the commenters included the
members of the review committee, and since this
model will he revised. in Task 3, tl e formal senior,

re'View was omitted, (SOfTeCh, Tile , Task It Report, P-

A second discrepancy between contractor intents and conditions

observed by the evaluitors weer; that some indi

r()1 OS. Vor

ideals Performed multiple

c'.xml)10, the t`'.hIlirat proposal specified that' the individual

a:Isigned as the RADOC iateriac( was to he reponsih1.0 for time commitments,



selection of staff for training and participation, and for ensuring comple-
\

tinn of TRADOC deliverables. Aliough these functions were performed

initially the role was modified early on in the project and ultimately

became nonexistent. This individual was given other assignments unrelated

to his responsibilities'as the TRADOC interface and was asked to perform

other duties thin the project that limited the amount Of time that'could

be devoted to the interface task.*

.

Another point concerns the sources of information for SADT

authors. Although the number of experts interviewe was at least ten (as

specified in the proposal), discussion with SADT au ors indicated that

early in the modeling process, significant information was gained by
(

reading technical and progress_ reports on training and the proceedings

of several conferences on training sponsored by TRADOC. Thus, the SADT '

process Was. not implemented initially; but rather following a schedule'
.F'

of background reading which undoubtedly made the. subsequent author-TRADOC
,. i4i;'Is,

interviewS-: ore meaningful. This seems to' be a desirable and natural
--

activity prior to
5
ftri.eling but-no,mention is made of it: in the SADT authoring

procedures.

ExaMinatibn of the event surrounding Task 2 of this project

revealed several discrepancies from those specified in the technical

proposal.

0 t

The most notable involves the full time assignment to Task 2

two TRADOC personnel-as SADT authors. The SADT training provided these

individuals was not timely, or necessarily complete relative to the Task 2

AAnot_her individual with several. functions was the on-site project
manager for SofTech. In addi t ion to management respons Lb itic Les, he
was one of the two authors; provided by sorrpch For k

I.. lie also

a!istimod some of the fulict ions ut. the TRA1)OC interface when necessary.
37



effort. Only one TRADOC author received formal atit6T training, this oc-
,,

.. .

curring during 'tide second half f task 2. Although the second individual
.

received some on-the-job training to prepare him to author diagrams, this

training was reported by the two Satech authors on site to be minimal.
. .

Other than those no. ,ed above, the prescribed roles listed for

Tasks 1 and 2 in the teehnicalproposal wete.carried out as spetified.

Examination of Softechis descriptive literature ,reveals that

several ,related, clasSeS of behaVior constitute'rhe SADT process or disci-

pline. Two of these are the iterative author-commenter cycle, which -is'

the vehicle for communication between SADT authors and-,commenters in the

client organization, and maintenance of the SADT project library, which

provides complete documentation of the project history.

The claims made by SofTech imply benefits such as enhanced communi-

cation, understanding, and involvement by personnel in the client cargani-
c

zation, and casts SADT as a heuristic device which will aid in the solution

of problems. The most central element of the SADT prOcess is commenting

on a kit. Because commenting on diagrams is the only official contact'

between:SofTech personnel Ad.indlviduals in the client organization,
a.

this activity must logically occur before any of the above-mentioned

benvfits accrue.

Table 2 presents data on kit issuance and return by rank of

A

commenter for_ Tasks 1 and 2. Ali the data presented were obtained from

the .Task 1 and Task 2 reader kit coversheets in the project library file.

(oLumu Li representsthe numbe,r of kits each,reader was expected to

comment on. Column indicates the number of times.the reader actually

commented on and returned the ka to the author by the time prescribed.



Column IV represents those instances in which a kit was returned but late.

,Column V indicates the number of times a kit was sent to a reader for

comments but never returned to the author. Column VI'indicates.the number

of times it was unclear ad to what.actually transpired with any one

i.e., it was not possible. to discern whether the kit had been commented

on or not. This is clearly a Tailure of the librarian function to document

precisely what had transpired.

:Totals at the bottom of Table 2 indicate that 104,or 54% of the

kits issued to readers for comments were not returned to the author.

This level of participation by TRADOC personnel in the iterative author

commenteb cycle of SADT was considerably less than SofTech had originally

anticipated.

The large number of kits not returned led the evaluators to ask

a SofTech project member about these discrepancies. It was indicated

that in the later stages of the modeling, the interaction between SADT authors

and the Senior Review rmittee was often'verbal and final approval of

da!,,rams was obtained in a conference setting. According to SofTech

.descriptions, however, a conferenCe between commenter and author is -

reserved for the case in which differences cannot be resolved-on paper

and all interactions, for whatever Purpose, are to be recorded. The

, procedure wed appears to be at variance with SofTech's descriptive

-literature.

In attempting to. explain this discrepancy from standard procedure,

a SOfTech project member explained that working in this environment was

at times too hectic for him to perfOrM 'clerical duties. Another SADT

author stated that to knowledge, he loggetPall required data on kits



Table 2

Commenters by Selected Process Behaviors for Tasks 1 and 2
$

TRADOC

;Commenters

II

NuMber
Number of Kits --
of Kits Response
Received Requested

III

tlikber

of. Kits

Returned
to Author
on Time'

IV V

Number Number
df Kits of Kits
Returned noti
Late Return6d

VI

Number
of

Incon-
sistencies*

ti

'Generals 6 . 4 2

Colonel's 93 764 12 5 57

Lt. Colonels 30 27 11 4 11 1

Majors'. 18 18 10 ,0 ,7

Captains 59 > 49 9 24

Civilians 19 17 5 4

7RADOC Totals 225 191 55-29% 25-13% 104-54% 7-4%

Ma's column represents the number of times it was unclear from the coversheet information whether
the kitwas returned to the author by the commenter and appears to be the result of poor book-
keeping. The total''of- columns 3, 4, 5.and 6 should equal column 2. .



he authored and issued, but added thatperforming these functions detracted

froM his authoring activities. 1411,nasked specifically about two
44°

vidualS for whom records indicated they had returned less than 10% of the

kits issued to them; the evaluators'received verification that the figure

seemed valid. Despite the tendency of SofTech authors not to record

final stage approvals of their diagrams, it seemS,reasenable to accept

the reader kit cover sheets as estimates of the interactions that went on

during the project.

Another area where SofTech's,original expectations of TRADOC

participation was not met was in the assignment of two TRADOC personnel

who were to become authors for Task 2. This assignment seemed critical

to TRAOCIs'"Internalizing" the SADT procedures. The fact that the indi
1.

viduals were not provided in a way that.ehey:could both be fully trained

and assigned to the SofTech project fulltime as expected raises two issues.

The first'pertains to the productivity,of.project personnel'

during Task 2. Given that one of the individuals assigned was never

formally trained and the other was trained three$months after the Task 2

cfOrt was begun, it would be unreasonable to expect the same results

and degree of internalization of the technique had initial expectations-
.

omen mot. To,quote the program manager of this project, "SofTech'certainly
. .

would-have been much more guarded in predicting the impact of the work

at TRADOC If the actual level of Army author participation could hawk

beim pedlit'ed At the time the proposal 14as written.

The second isSue arising from TRADOC's failure to provide the

originally agreed upon concerns the evaluation of the transfer

of ''.is'technotogy Crow SolTCh to TRADOC: Determining the extent to

I 41
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which Army persOnnel can betrainediin SADT methodology seems critical

to determining the applicability of the'technique to other environments

within the Department of Defense. Unfortunately, only one author was

$
trained. While this individual waa'cOnsidere& a good SADT author by SOfTech'

'nerc)nnel, he was viewed by his superiors at TRADOC as, a unique individual

with considerable talent and potential, especially in the area of

operations ''research. One officer.;. stated during an interview that this

indMdual "is not representative of the populatien at TRADOC." Certainly

there arecompetentindiViduals who can learn the technique, but their

prodbctivity in using SADT to model program functions and the range of

individuals capable of learning the technique in DoD environments, cannot

be determined from the preSent data.

In summary, the process data collected.indi5ates that the SADT
t.

process_was not always implemented as SPecifiedat?TRADOC through Task

Participation by TRADOC personnel in the iterative author-cOmmenter'cycle.

was apnroximately half that expected. This reduced availability of TRADOC

personnel for training and authoring of SADT diagrnnlit limited the potential
(

to institutionalize.the technique at TRADOC. Thus, final and definitive

conclusions about the success of transfering this technology.to a DoD

environment cannot be made from these data.

B. _RtInntitative data. This.settlon reports responses to

multiple choice and.Likert type questionnaire items given to TRADOC

.

-
.

ot. Lcors wqrking with the project. The. questionnaire was completed

by L3 of 16 Task I and 2 commenters. Statistical calculationsindi-
.

cote that the questionnaire reliably Measured SoMe characteristic of

the, respondents and that the individual items were producing similar

r
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patterns of responding in d'rrTerent individuals ( i= 95).* The same

was true for evaluative dimensions II ( a = .86),
A

( a = .96) and
A

=,..96) and to a lesser ext nt forAimension IIc ( a = .71).

The 'pattern of responses,cor4dimenslons.I
A

, I
B'

and II .were mare'heter-',

ogeneOus and of questionable reliablity ( a-= .35, and .51 respect-

ively).

Table 3.,r6Sentthe number ofrespondents, the mean (X) and

the standard deviation (SD) of each quantitative item on the questionnaire.

The major intent of each item is included and items are clustered by eval-.

uative dimensions for easy reference.

Two,conclusigns can be made from examination of questionnaire data.

The first concerns the value of SADT as an "engineering drawing system

for systems description This view of SADT,7-presented by SofTech in the

techniCal prbppsal, stresses standardized graphics, controlled document

revision through the provision of procedural :mechanisms for audit purposes,

and effective communication between the originator and user of descriptive
1

models.

The results of Subscales I
A'

and II indiCate'that is an
A' B'

engineering drawing system, SADT is'vieWed positively by TRADOC personnel.

Tile general consensus is that the SADT discipline, which specifies the

format of app communic.ations',. controls the routing of diagrams and

establishes the tiMe frame in which these behaviors occur, generally

results in accurate, highly readable diagrams that communicate the

su5Stantive components of complex problems.

- *Alpha ( (1- ) reliabilities calculated with the standard, Kuder-
Richardson fOrmuLa (see Guilford, J.P. Fundamental- statistics ,in .

chology.and education. New York.: McGraw-H(tt, 1.965, 45'8-460.)
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J

Item Means and Standard Deviations for TRADOC HeadqUarterscommenters

I. .COMMUNICATIVE QUAIJITY-:

,
A pf, Diagrams

1. Respondent adequately trained, to
read. diagrams?

2. Respondent adequately trained to
'comment on diagrams?

3a.;,First drafts of diagraMS clear .:and'
unambiguous?

Revised versions of diagrams clear
and 'unambiguous?

Standard.
Mean. Deviation

'

13 4.08 0.95

13 3.92. 0 .86

12 . 3.75 0.87

13 4.31 '''0.48

12 4.58. 0.51

12, .. 3.00 1.21

13 4.38 , . 0:75

4.23 0.66-''

9 3.44 0.53

3.97 0.75

3c. Final versions of diagrams clear
7 and unambiguous?

4. Would written text explaining
diagrams be helpfu1?**H

5. Should discussion be a part of the

ISADT process?***,

Are diagramS an effective .way ,4,C-...,,,,,

communicntine* 13

1 O. Project L bone f i ts,/.1t lir ibut lb le to

diagramsor to J.Wrocei;ses s imul ted?'1/4

Mean and standard deviation For
Subscate

A

11. o roc e s

7.

8:

9.

L0.

HAVO diagrams generated totimniiii-
cationyamolW, indiViduals involved
(i.e./Aked to be commenters) An
project? ,(
trave di.a0in; .generated communi-
cation amOw;, .iildiVidutIs npi

involved (.,i_6,, not asked to be
commenters) in project?
llav diagram he focus atten-
tion on vaviablos.not considered
preViooly7*

13

. 13

t

1..38

1.85

'1. t8

1.4';

0.99

1..)h

Projeet.benefit attributable to
diagrams or to plocesses
u.huulated?* l) 1.44 0.51
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Items

Table r3 (continued)

30. Were others consuite.d before com-
menting on a C,lagram? ft

Mean and standard deviation for
Subscale I

8:

II. QUALITY

M1

`A '

Standard
Mean Deviation

12 1.00 0.00

.0:85

6. Are diagrams an ef4,*ktve way oP
communicating?* 13

Have diagrams accurately represented -

content mOdeIed in Task 1? 11

12 Have diagrams accuratelyHrepresented
content modeled In Task 2?

4.23

4.09.

4:00

0.60

0.54

14. Confident that author-commenter
cycle guarantees accuracy and
c6mplet0.6esS?* 13 4.08 0.76

Mean and standard devi,ation for
Subsealo

B. Quality Control

4,10

13. Does anchor-commenter cycle ensure
quality of dIarams?

14. Cunf iden t that tint Ito r -common t. e r

fstiarantee-accuracy and
compfteuess?*

15. Cop t d t; that courriaoat5-: we,re." taken

into ifecoutit?

Confident iu.comments. made on
diagrams?

13

1 3

4.31 0.75

4.08 0.76

13 4.77 0.44

13 4.00 0.58.

29: 'Respondent lacked !ntffiient expe-.;
rionce to make meaningful comments?**- 12 ,,

Mean And :ftathLt.y.1 deviation lor
!;uh scale 4.12

C. Lfliciclwv

Ih. Has comMuuicating via author-
commootcr cvcIc !;aved.time?

1.38

0.85

I 1.0'1

1 /. 1.111:1 Si\ DT, saved I. tine UV 1 at 1 ye C c) S

3.36
other AvailAle Approaches to. tin'
problem? 1.1. LW,4

-1-';



Table 3 (continued)

. . . .

18. Is SADT costefft ientTelative to
other techniques having same putpOse?

Yertentage of time saved using SADT A
`on design and analysis task?t

Standard
Mean . Deviation.

37. Has the vrogress made been worth the
time spent?1,

Mean and standaed devia0on for
Subscale IT

C.

III. USUULNESSr,

A, -In Tasks 1 and 2

9. Have: diagrams helped focus attention
on Variablys not considered
previously?*

4 '

' 20. 'YA9id..Task;1.model provide clearer
understandlng of: Army training? 11

21. Wil1 models produced thtis farr
actually be used in planning Cliprtges?\8____ 2:972,"

22. Will models produced,thus far
'actually help to derive'tr'ktAng

Tequiruments? 12 .3.17

3.67 .1.21

0.26. 0.24

12. 3.50- 1.38

-13 S.

3.56 1.28

1,26

3.09 0.83

''..)"'Lea. Wil1 SADT increase TRADOC's analysis
capability? 10 3.60 1.5'1

2411. Will SADT increase TRADOW's. planning
. capability?* , 10 3.-40 1.2.6

,.24c. Will SADT; Increase TRADOC's manage
mein capittillity?*

25. Can SADT help i don fy training
requirements affecting combat
effectiveness?*

'2/. Is it practical for TRADOC to use
SAD!' fhr des ign and° andlys,is
problems?*

10 3:00 .1:05

2. Will SADT wdelt; provide'impetus for
changes in Army ttaining?*

3.17 1.09

1.62 1.12

1.17 0.94

,

11 Will SADT be useful iu identliying
ex 1st 1ng organ i ...at 1011,11

hie I 1 icienci es? A : 12 3.75 0..62

46:

r
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Table 3 (continued)

Items

34. Will SADT lead to,conceptual'insights
about conducting Army training?*

36. Would it be useful to train some Army
personnel to he SADT authors?*

37. Has the progress made been worth the
time spent?*

38. Did Task 2 model provide clearer
understanding of Army training?

Mean and standard deviation for
Subscale III

A

B. in Subsequent Tasks

23. Will SAM' be effectively, used to
elaborate Task 1 model in Task.3?

24a. Will SADT increase TRADOC's analysis
capability?*

24b. Will SADT increase TRADOC's planning
clapability?*

24c. Will SADT increase TRADOC's manage-
ment capability?*

25. Can SADT help Identify training
requirements affecting combat
effectivenes,a2*

-27. is it practical for TRADOC to use
SADT for destgn and analysis
probl6MS7?*

i

32. Will SADT mq40s provide impetus or

change,p in:'..Atfrik./training?

n. v

1

33. Wilb:SA0-.1ie useful in idwilikifying
r!,exist i ntokanizational

ineffiC4katies7*

34. Will .SADftlead to conceptual insights
al, ,it-con4.ucting Army training?*

,

35,- Will use 6f SADT ultimately affect
training concepts held by TRADOC?

36. Would it he useful to train some Army
personnel to be-SADT authors?*

Mean and standard deviati6n for
Subscale III

47 50--

Mean
Standard
Deviation

13 3.46 0.88

13 3.69 1.49

12 3.50 1.38

11 3.64 1.03

.

1.41 1.10

13 4.31 0.63

10 3.60 1.51

10 3.40 1.26

10 3.00 1.05

13 3.77 1.09

13 3.62 1.12

12 3.17 0.94 .,

12 3.75 0.62

13 3.46

13 3.15 0.80

13 3.69 1.49

3.54 1.04



Table 3 (continued

, Standard
Mean Deviation

SPECIAL SCALES

Value of SADT Model as a Reference

y .

26. Would an SADT moilel of Army training
be of value as a reference document? 13 3.85 1.14'

Mean and standard deviation for this
subscale

_.

3.85

______

1.14

Information Gras2

28. Confident in comments made on
diagrams?*4' 13 4.00 0:58

29. Respondent: lacked sufficient expe-
rience to make meaningful comments ? ** 12 3.42. 1.38

30. Were others constated before com-
raenting on a diagram? tt 12 1.00 0.00

Mean and standard deviation for this
subscale 3.71 0.62

Desire for Change

31. Presently, how critical is it to
implement-changes in Army training? 13 4.62 0.65

-Mean and standard- TeviatIon for this
Subscale kr:, 4.62 0.65

Questionnaire Total 3.58

Item also represented by another evaluative dimension.

**
Scoring reversed for this item.

***
This item had only four alternatives, scored in the following manner: 1

2 = 5, 3 = 2, 4 = 1.

This item was not in multiple choice format. The mean and S.D. for this
item were .not included in.the caleulation of the per item mean and S.D. for
Subscale II

This item covers a communication 'aspect discouraged by the methodology. Ta.e(

mean and S.D. ['Or this item were-not included in the calculation of the per
item mean and S.D. for this subscale.
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'ores were lower for the evaluative dimensions that inquired

into SADT' impact or usefulness.at TRADOC (IB, III
A' B

III ). When

queried abo t SADT &iagrams and the SADT process per se, responses

were\quite'po itive (The item means for evaluative dimensions I IV
A'- A'

and.I1 'wet 97, 4.10. and 4.12 respectively on a 1 to 5 point scale)

When queStion ddressed the application of SADT within the TRADOC context,

`resulting.sCores were noticeably lower (2.61,.3.41 and 3.54.for evalu-

ative dimensions I
B'

III
A'

and III
B'

respectively). This difference,

beuween ehe context-free and context specific Views of.SADT suggests

that there are characteristics of either the technique, the environment,

or ,both, which have limited the applicability and usefulness of SADT in

the TRADOC context. Data from other sources will' be employed in other

_parts of this report to further illustrate the distinction between SADT's

generic qualities as exhibited by the diagrams themseles and the

technique's capacity to become integrated in the TRADOC environment.

C. Qualitative Data. Discussion questions from the questionnaire

and a follow-up interview with respondents shortly after the administration

of the questionnaire provided the raw data for the following interpretive

comments. Despite differences in the format in which these two types of

data were collected, considerable consistency among verbal and written

comments emerged. The d4scussion of interpretive data begins with a

presentation of the most generar.conclusions that emerged from analysis

of the subjective comments of TRADOC members.

The most general conclusion shared by all but a few respondents

at the end of Task 2 was that it was too early to say whether the
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technique had any practical value for TRADOC. While almost all respondents

. ,

indicated that they thought the technique was useful at a general conteXt-

free level,.they were unsure about its. applicability: and usefulness

Within TRADOC. In respbnse to the first discussion item on the question-

naire (Could you identify'any specific benefits.which may have accrued

to the Army as a result of its participation in this project thus far?),

the following comment was representative:

Not yet. Thts has been some concern to me,
since the project started. The potential,
for using SADT as a tool to improve Army
training is real. Perhaps I am not involved
enough.

And, in a follow-up interview, this comment was expressed:

We went into this project to get someone to
provide a logical layout of the training
system so we could get a handle on it. Dumb
grunts like myself haven't gotten that out of
it yet. I don't know if SofTech's work will
be of any use at this time....I'll wait before
saying yes or no.

All commenters could readily enumerate strengths of SADT, especially

when asked about the technique in a general, context-free sense. Whilel'

many strengths were mentioned, the following occurred with some consistency:

(L) SADT requires a graphic presentation of the

problem which simplifies the problem and

communicates it succinctly, i.e, a picture

is worth a thousand words;

(2) Commenting forces an individuals to think.

4 critically about a problem before he can

disagree with a particular diagram;

50 J,:"



(3) SADT promotes consensus of opinion about

a previously 1-defined concept;'

(4) SADT saves time over 'verbal communications

because it's hard to "get off the subject"

in commenting on an SADT diagram;

-(5) SADT illuminates the real causes of problems:

Generally speaking, commenters provided positive accounts of SADT; all but

one inciividual,expressed that they believed the technique was a good one.

When asked about weaknesses of -the technique, most commenters

mentioned aspects of he application of SADT and.not generic qualities of

the diagrams themsves. The most consistently mentioned weaknesses were

that the SADT process was too time-consuming and that commenting on a'-kit

occasionally interferred with an individual's ongoing work. It can be

seen that these comments mildly contradict those made about the strengths

of the technique (for example, #4 above).6 This paradox was evident in

L___Junny'of the comments made,and indicated that TRADOC personnel considered

the technique during this r ,! of the evaluation as a good one generally,

but were unsure of the value of its application within the TRADOC

context.

Several consistent themes and comments emerged from examination

.
of the interpretive data which help illuminate the affibiguity on the part

of TRADOC personnel ablut the value and usefulnesS of SADTras applied to

the complex problems of providing Army training. One of the most consistent

themes was that insufficient resource6,'had been expended on the project
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thuelar. Item(0 of the questionnaire.inquired about obstacles which may

have hindered,SofTechvsq,roductivity at TRADOC. The following response

to that question was typicl:'

The normal workload at 9CST (Office of the Deputy
'Chief of Staff for Training) is so heavy that
numerous key personnel were not able to get in-
volvedat the level desired: This resulted in
reduced visibility of the project: As the project
grows'to Task 3, there should be greater involve-
ment, particularly after the Commander' Conferences
(in December). TDY (temporary duty involving travel
away from usual assignment) and inaccessibility of
key TRADOC staff -- this may have hindered them in
getting the job done.

Several other individuals mentioned that they had not devoted

as much time to the project as they should have. 7i ATInay he one reason

why individuals valued the technique generally but were unsure of its

use and applicability.

Another consistent theme in the interprative data concerned the

command emphasis for the project. Several commenters were critical of

the Army's support of SofTech's work._ Much of this criticism waa'aimed

upper level Army management" as-evidenced by the following comments

from interviewees (all below the rank of Colonel):

There has been a lack of ccimand emphasis. I!ve'hi),
no pressure Lrom my boss. It (participation in
SADTproject) has had no.bearing on my job as far as
he is concerned.

There has been littlm enthusiasm for this 'project
(SADT) by upper level management.

Whether it will be used here is strictly dependent on
management....If managers use it everyone will use it;
emphasis has got to come from the top. If this happens
it will be successful here.
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Anecdotal comments written in the margins of mulitplt-choice

questions indicated!that'usage and value were "entirely dependent upon
4

command inflOnce," and that the amount of time devoted to this project

"had been insufficient." One individual indicated that all questions

pertaining toiTisage were dependent on management and he doilbted that they

would give this project a high ptiorfty. To summarize, there wak some

skepticism on the part of lower-ranking officers ,that upper level Army

management was .actually concerned about the SADT project.
rs

A.third factor contributing to skrpticism about the value.and

usage of SADT at TRADOC was ambiguity and uncertainty shared by most

commenters of what the project results should be. This Impression became

evident during inital contact and interviews wits the TRADOC organization.

This confusion still existed at the conclusion of Task 2 as indicated

by the following comment from a TRADOC colonel:

We don't know.what our (training) system is.
We don't know how we will use it (the SADT
model of training). I'm unclear'in my own
mind about how I'm going touse
no clear perception of how it will be used
by me or anyone I know.

A fourth consistency evidenced in'the respondent's comments

concerned the timeliness of the SADT,project. The project closely paralleled

the Total Tank System Study'
(T2s2)

whose goals were much the same as those

of

k

Task land Task 2. Several respondents pointed out that $ADT was im-

plemented after the T
2
S
2-

study was well under way. Becaus, e T
2
S
2

and the--



i4

SADT.project overlapped,,both in terms of:time, course and general goals,

the relative contributions of each to what was ultimately learned about

tank 'training is unclear.,

2
The chief officer at the'T

2
S group had the most'to say.on

is issue. Hestated that the T 2
S
2
results contained the "meat" of what

1 learned about training, butthat the work done using SADT gave clearer

definition of those results. Ee'felt that if SADT ,bad been introduced prior

to the beginning of the T
2
S,
2

study, it yould have contributed to the results.,

E, addressed the timing issue in the following' manner:

I waa imMersed'inreal problems; we didn't
have. time to learn new techniques. it.was
initiallya hindrance time-wise and procedur-
ally...After the bulk of T S was finished
we had time for SofTech and the value of the
technique became obvious..2I communicates
the "big picture" of the 7t S results.

Because the SADT process was instituted,when it was, and give

that its goals and objectives closely:paralleled those of T2S2, the value

of SADT is confounded in the minds of most TRADOC officers. To paraphrase

the comments of two'TRADOC officers, SADT should have'been 'applied to

new problem that had never been studiedtbefore with everyone working on the

problem well-trained in SADT.

Concerning the relative coi;)tributions of each study to the

achievement of insights into tank training, the consensus was that SADT had

d.,ne little to isolate training requirements tiaving a bearing on combat

effeCtiveness and battlefield readiness. The opinion of those TRADOC. per-

sonnel polled was that theT
2
S
2

group actually:did the work that led to

conceptual insights with differing opinions about the relative contribution

of SADT.
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Another theme which emerged from the qualitative data that could

account for the skepticism concerning subsequent usage of SADT that

of personnel turbulence. Several respondents mentioned this factor.as

a variable moderating the acceptance, usefulness and ultimate success of

a project such as this _one. Oae officer said that-by next summer perhaps

as many as.five of the toprankingi:"'affiCers who were responsible 'for or

participated in the SADT project may be gone.

It is apparent,that-personnel,turbulence in the Army will effect

most any project. If the project is one that involves cooperation and time

commitments from particular Army personnel, the efforts of the contractor

are ,particUlarly dependent on personnel changes within the Army.. The

longer the length of the contract, the greater the probability of disruption

to the ongoing work. The problem is not only one of trained Army personnel'

.

being lost to the contractor because of assignment changes but also one

f acquiring the time of new officers for training and obtainingthe needed

commitment from a commanding officer who may also be new.

A final theme that emerges as a possible obstacle to the success

ful implementation and,usage of SADT was the relative difficulty in insti

tutionalizing the technique. Most individuals polled believed that for

SADT tole used effectively it would have to be internalized. With few

exceptions, the'view expressed was that SADT could be a valuable problem

solving technique "brought to fruition within the Army." Opinions

1iFfered on how to internalize the technique but some general consistencies

that emerged were:
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_ay it takes bright individuals to learn how to
author SADT diagrams, not everyone could be
trained;

(2) if us by operations research people; then
:mann ment would have to ,learn and accept it
in order to communicate with their problem-..
solvers; r

(3) if accepted'and used by mandgement, it,weqld
filtet its way throulghout the organization;

(4) some abridged, simplified form that did'not
require such extensive training would have a
better chance of being accepted and used;

(5) if the technique clearly solves problems and/or
saves time and manpower, and if individuals
are sufficiently trained, the technique definitely
will be used;

(6) ;Complete dependence on an outside contractor
will hinder the acceptance of any technique.

To summarize, although most respondents (13 'out of 14) indicated that

SADT was a valuable technique at a general, context -free level, there was

considerable akepticism about its subsequent applicability and usefulness

at TRADOC. Severdl consistent 'themes that emerged from the qualitative

data were presented as potential explanation o the discrepancy between

the context-free and context-specific views of SADT. Among these were:

(1) nsufficient resources being expended on the

project;

(2) lack of command emphasis on the project;
%

X3) lack of clarity about project goals;

(4) overlap between the SADT project_and the T
2
S
2

group

Study;

(5) personnel turbulence in the Army;

t4 (6) difficulties in institutionalizing a technique

such as SADT.
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DisCubsion

The data collected in the Phase levaluation indicated that

officers within the TRADOC organization' considered -SADT a poWerfhl and

sophiaticateeapproach to systems analysis, design, and manageMent.

Questionnaire items relevant to the context-free value of the technique

were generally rated higher than other itemb. Comments obtaihed'in responpe

to discussion cluestions and interview py6bes reinforced the.cOnclualpnthat

--

the:generic qualities of the diagrams themselve6; such as - communicative

quality, efficliency, acpurady% consistency, and completeness, were present.

as claimed in the SofTech proposal.

he same is true about SADT's heuristic properties. When

questioned about the techniue per se, most individuals indicated a belief

in SADT's ability to promote conceptual insights into problems. It_should

be mentioned that individuals were somewhat less sure of SADT's heuristic

qualities than they were about the generic qualities of the diagrams them7/

selves. It can be concluded that the sample for this evaluation study/

valued the SADT methodology and generally belieVed the claims made by

SofTech in the technical proposal.

Queries about the value of SADT to the TRADOC organization did

not yield the same positive responseS as did questions about the technique

itself. It appears that some characteristics of the SADT/TRADOC interface

moderated individual's opinions of SADT.. Both quantitative and.qUalitative

Tcsponses about SADT's applicability and usefulneSs within the TRADOC

context ranged from mild optimism to open skepticitt. The discrepancy

between context-free and cOntext-specific valuations of SADT led the

evaluators to examine more closely the interface between the technique

and the environment. The process data collected provided a starting point
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..for -this examination.

The available proceds data; indicated that SADT had not been

im9lemented during the Phase'l evaluation to the degree prescribed in the

..
technical proposaL ',The Conclus ;drawn froth these data is that partici:-

ir
vse

pation y TRADOC personnel in the iterative author- Commenter cycle had
::.

been., pproximately half that expected in the usual application of SADT.
/

The limited availability of TRADOC personnel. for- authoring SADT diagrams

11,1.the fragmentation of the.TRADOC interface role during Task 2 further

limited the impielptation of SAT at TRADOC.

0!
The open-ended probes built into the evaluation design provided

respondents with "free-hand" in expressing their views about the SADT

project, and from these interpretive data, potential ex. dnations of the

-rginal implementation of the technique emerged. The most consistently

reported of these were that insufficient resources had been expended on, the

. project and that there had been a lack of command emphasis for the project.

Posskble explanations for these project weaknesses included a lack of

about project goals (which could be a function of the nature of

Cie problems addressed by this project) and personnel turbulence within

the Army,'which contributes to a lack of continuity,in management perspective.

Another point that emerged Which could be closely related to a'

lack of command emphasis was the difficulty encountered in attempting to

institutionalize a technique such as SADT If the project is not considered

a particularly high priority by Army manag ment, this. is probably communi-

.t-

cated to subordinates in many ways, e.g.., fficially andior unofficially;

purposefully or unintentionally. If communicated to subordinates, difficulties

will probably be encountered in establishing the procedural mechanics of

project. The comment of one officer that his partiCioation in the SADT

1
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project had noAleaning nn'hisjnbas far.as hia superior was 'concerned

illustrates this point.

. The views of Army management did not actually refute what has

.

been presented'thus far, These individuals admitted that SofTech had not

--r.i.ceived the support expected and 'bffeed therationaIiintiOn that-nesouirce

demands always exceed resource supply in the TRADOC environment. One

officer stated that this resulted in TRADOC being an unfair teat bed for

SADT. Another officer stated that such a hectic', complex environment was

an excellent arena in which to assess SADT's applicability to complex

military probitems.
0

The appropriateness of the testing site not withstanding, two

.cc,n.clusions are clean from examination of all available sources of Phase 1!
4

evaluakon data: (1) the implementation of the SADT methodology had been "-

marginal, and (2) eight months into the contract most TRADOC persOnnel

involved in the project were unsure of the technique's applicability and

uEiefulness in the"TRADOC environment.

In answer to the primary questions posed for the Phase 1 evalu-

ation effort, the SADT methodology. was considered-to be a highly effeCtive

one generally, but its applicability and usefulnes6 within the TRADOC environ-
,

ment was moderated by several factors. Not the least of these factors were

the organizational characteristics of the military, which predispose

individuals to view a problem'one way, and the tierlying philosophy of

SADT, which prescribes a set of behaviors for attacking a problem in a

-Ferent way.



VI:, Phase 2 Evaluation, 'roqedures and Results

This section describes the procedures and results Of the Phase 2

!

lluatton. Using th4,.Phase,l"evaluaLion proOdures and reaults_as

gUlttelines, thellailie2 evaluation effort was \concerned primarily with

determining whether the attitudes of TRADOC p#sondel towards SofTech's

',r'

-.-workhad changed 'as ,A resUlt','of-the'piodUc, tidnof the Task 3 model.*

EmphaSis was givr; in the Phase 2 evaluation tOj ,he perceived effectiveness
.

V!
and'usefulne6t' of the Task 3 model, how.this mcj el was being used and what ,t

,"
. i

impact t ;model was haViug on-Army training ,and evaluation concepts..

!This phase 6erved as a follow-up to the Phase 1 evaluation, up-

dig aid documenting project activities and describing attitudes of TRADOC

concerning the perceived eff tiveness and usefUlneas of SADT. Examination

of curlrentproject, activities Was conducted to Validate solicited opinions

about SADT and tosuggest potential indicators of the ways in which the

g

SADT project maiimpact Army training and evaluaion programs.

Methods and Procedures

Nine individuals having close contact with the SADT project were-

interviewed approOmately one month after the completion of.theTask 3

model or approximately fourteen months after the start of the project. This

oroup consisted of five colonels, one lt, colonel, two majors, and one

captain. The conclusions drawn from'the interview data are presented .

below in order of their consistency across the nine respondents. Special

weight was given to h!p cOmments of those-having major responsibility for

*Task 3 res4ted in the generation of three models in the areas
of evaluation; systeMkdeVelopment, and training. These will be referred
to in this report as the Task -3.R.Qcle1..

6
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this project. Appendix D contains representative stimulus questions used

promote discussion during the interview.

The Interviewer also completed a structured questionnaire based

upon each respondent's interview responses. The items fot this structured

questionnaire (which appears in Appendix C) were selected from among

the relvant items on the Phase L questionnaire completed by these

respondents at the conclusion of Task 2. This permitted the comparisOn

of attitudes before and after the completon of the Task 3 model for a

number of respondents.

Results and Discussion

The most consistent theme evident from the comments of respondents

was that the asic 3 model. had macle a definite 'contribution in bringing

About needed changes in Army training and evaluation,programS. While
.

rospondnts varied in how significant they thought the SofTech contribution

WA!:, it. l.1,U; clear It the TRADOC officers poiled vnItn the Task 1 model

and considered it an improvement oveL where TRADOC would have been at this

point without it,

Most re:;pondent cons i.cle red the major va Lue of qo f'rech work. to

iu document Iii t he t i l t (1- re la t I onshLps be.tween k_wa 1 wit Lon system

dove I opulent and t ill( 0X:1.111111 1. t lrc .1.ftl1( 1 1110(10 I (101) I 01-111

AtiVe feedback" the interlace be the heretotore individually

conceptualied evaluation, system development, "and training components,

linkrny, these Itniction:; in .t sy!Itematic manner. Respondents indicated

Iuclivi kJ t II TRADOC 111:1V have. had :I r.Iear concept na I 1...a I U1-1---Aid

how part.: of the ::v:;tem for which ,ilev were respons(b)e operated, brit

t he mode I prov ded an' int t ed Pict nue of t he ot z1 I At 111V

training And evaluation system And how that system must interact. with



combat developments. This insight apparently had not been achieved, or

atleat so vividly portrayed, previously, and is cited here as the

,probable basis for considerable enthusiasm by TRADOC personnel fir actually

beginning the work of implementing the new training and evaluation programs.

The following comments from interviewees are representative of

tiiis newly achieved integrated conception of evaluation, system design,

and training: \N

The SofTech project has been useful. The Army
bureaucracy is filled with bright fellows working
in various places but until SofTech came these
ideas had .not been put together. SADI was a
mechanism for bringing about interaction. The
ideas were there all along but had not been
integrated.

Nothing,- new appeared in the models but they caused
me to think of them (training issues) in a different,
light. The further delineation of what evaluation
is has changed our concept of evaluation and how it
interrelates with the training system...This year
has seen the realization of what we've been (talking)
about. for three years-

The discussion with SofTech and examination of
diagrams was one of several hiLellectual activities
that defined and described where we were heading in
TRADOC. The Army hasn't Laken the process but the
products of that: process are valuable in whcie we're
heading.

SoITech's work has made people' think. I I ties things
together. SotTech's work at TRADOC has provided
organHat ion toTRADOC iLt:olf; IL ha:; provided a
;c11::,' of direction to the whole concept. of TRADOC.
It has torced TRADOC Lo a clear conceptualization ot
what thev're doing, what they intend and what they
want ler rile Itilitro.

Its addil ion, A colonl hAvinr, ro!To sihility for the

It proi(-1 indicated:

;0111 I IMC WC .(h011011 we midorr.tood iftlorout Apect!:
,)1 t he !;':',1 out, but I or I he I I ft;t t huts Wt' :IAVe clear



picture of the interrelationships of different
functions and organizations of the Army as they
relate to training. The model systematized and
coalesced our knowledge.

Between the Phase 1 evaluation report and the present follow-up

conducted four months late,r, a marked shift in TRADOC's attitude toward

4
SADT and its products was noted. This shift was traced to the emergence

of the Task 3 model and/or the activity which surrounded its development.

Most of the skepticism reported by TRADOC personnel in the Phase 1 report

pertained to the usefuI:n(ss of SofTech's work and the ultimate impact it,

would have on Army training and evaluation procedures. At the end of Task 3,

. this skepticism had been replaced by enthusiasm abOuttkie usefulness of

SoiTech's efforts. The Task 3 model seemed to have brought together and

solidified many if the ideas generated by TRADOC, but that heretofore were

seen as disjointed and insufficiently articulated to be of practical use.

The conclusions arc supported by results front the structured question-

nairo. Several items had dligher (nu)re positive) ul responses after.Task 3

than they did at the conclusion of Task These comparisons are presented

in Figure 5.

Five items evidenced rejatively large changes in mean response across

the two samplings. The lattgest change (of about- 1.5 scale uni.ts) occured

with respect to the respondent's understanding ot Army training and evaluation

progrim,; (item 5). °they changes ou the order of t scale unit can be noted

tor item 9, Indicating that. respondents were now more confident-. that`SADT

diatrAms could increase TRADOC!- planning, design and capabilities

, t))r item:: u, t I id 1 ') indicat ing that respond ent s now saw more uses

tot rhe models pr.oduced, !;AW the diagrams :P; more instrumental in establl.thlng

training requitoments, And tc.ceived greater impact of SAIff on the training'

Nk
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Concepts currently held by TRADOC.' Changes between .75 and 1 'unit

occurred on items 2, 10, and 17, suggesting that the production of the

. -Task 3 model had stimulatekimore communication among' individuals not
19A

directly involved in the project, that TRADOC personnel now considered

the SADT models produced more valuable as.reference documents than they

did at the conclusion of Task 2 and that TRADOC personnel were now more

convinced t at the resources devoted to this project tad teen well-spent.

The Phase 1 evaluation indicated that the degree of implementation

of the SADT,methodology.had been marginal, particularly the training of

SADT authors, and suggested that lack of implementation might limit the

utility and impact of SofTech's work. The skepticism about the value of

the work produced thrdugh Task 2 was at ibuted earlier to this l'ack Of

,implementation. It may be,.hoWeVe,r, that the content of the Task l'and

Task 2 models limited the s .s that could have been made about ulti-
D

mate usage and impact. 'Thug;',' the actual production of the elaborated model
a.

of Army training and ewiluation resulting from Task 3 may have been a

necessary pre requisite to TRADOC officers verbalizing any specific benefits

of the SADT project. Further, positive valuations of SofTech's work at the

4
end of Task I suggested that the degree of participation by TRADOC in. the

SADT process had been sufficient,.although less than or expected.

Tasks I and 2 represented necessary but preilminary steps that

prepared the SADT Atalysts for the. Task 3 effort. One officer stated that

SofTech "cut- their teeth" on Tasks I and 2. During this time, officers

had A airl[CUlt time ;et:it1}; the value of SofTech's work. Ilecausv no one

could articulate what a h'l of the Army training sysLem should look like

be 1Ole act U.II 1)1 odoC on 01 t 11.11 InOde I , .1:RAI101: Leer;; 111.1V haVe beell

uncertain,as to how the r,,k I and 2 .resurts would provide a better

ttO
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understanding of Army training and evaluation programs. This also suggests

that project benefits to TRADOC are directly attributable to the tangible

outputs of the SADT process.

.

In summary, attitudes toward SofTech's efforts at the conclusion

of Task 3 were positive. This represents a shift from generally neutral

or skeptical attitudes expressed byiTRADOC personnel interviewed at the

end of Task 2. The relationship between training, evaluation, and system
0

development was perceived by TRADOC personnel to especially clear at

the completion of the Task 3 model, while the limited focus of Tasks 1

and 2 may have contributed to the skepticism and aMbigUity noted in the

Phase 1 evaluation..

Although there was a high degree of enthusiasm at TRADOC about the

new conceptualization of Army training and evaluation, it would be pre-

mature to conclude that this result was solely attributable to'the pro-

duction of the Task 1 model. Other lactorg contributing to this outcome

may have included the particular insights (and foresights) of key TRADOC

officers, the activities of other projects at TRADOC,'Subtle organiza-

tional characteristics which may have evolved at TRADOC, and the zeillgei5t

currently present in TRADOC and in the Army. While this list is specu-

lative and, f :tr from incinsive,Ht. is offered to- indicate that'TRADOC's

current understanding of training and evaluation may be the result of
tl

the conlluence of 3 large number of variables, many of which could not

be measured given the time and r'esonves allotted to this study. - Further-

mote,lphese potential influences may interact with each other in compI6.k

waYs resuiting in unique comhipatorial effocts.

I'



Thus, a potentially large array of :influences may have interacted

to produce the attitudes measured in the Phase 2 evaluation. The opinion
,

expressed by most TRADOC personnel was that -SofTech's input was a part

of this target confluence. Two officers, however, expriksed that SADT.

brought organization to TRADOC, that it created a different climate at

TP.A_C, influenced other projects, etc. This would suggest_that this

combine of influences .falls within the influence of SADT itself. The

renresentations ill Figure 6 portray several of the conditions that may

have e:dsted at TRADOC to priluce the :Ititudes measured during the

Phase 2 evaluation.

Lh

Figure 6

Combination of all influences

affecting TRADOC's perception of Army training

SADT is AMOU
IACtOP
TRADOC':; perception

Army training

:iADT is the only
factor tntluencing
TRADOC's perception
of Army training

SADT is the primary
factor Influencing
TRADOC's perception
of Army training.

Which ol thei.e refAtiouships most acciirately portrays the role ot SADT

in loiacring change at TRAOC Headquarters cannot he determined by the

prei:ent data. This discussion, then, is presented a:.; a cant ion to those



who would interpret the Phase 2 evaluation as indicating that the

production of the Task 3 model was the sole causal agent in bringing,

about changes, in Army training and evaluation.

That TRADOC was pleased with the product of the project at the

conclusion of. Task 3 was evident. The following comment from a TRADOC

colonel summarizes what TRADOC received from this contract through,

Tar'. 3:

The principle value (of this ,project) has
been the identification Of sources of infor- 7'
mation relative to how the system is working
and feeding that information back into the
front end (system development). (This) will
Increase our ability to better target resources
we put into training and hardware development.

The contract proposal listed three specific benefits that would.,

be derived from theTask 3 model:

'ocCUrre(

(I) better Understanding Ln TRADOC of what it .1.s trying to
achieve;

(2) ease of telling others, the schools, and Department of
the Army what is going to happen; and

(3) reduction of time 1n.planntug, managing, and accomplishing
the changes.. (Contract proposal p.

4ti,..1.,he conclusion- of'the Phase 2 evaluation these benefits had
2



VII, Phase 3 Evaluation Procedures and Results'

General Approach

This section describes the procedures, and results of the Phase 3

evaluation. Building,on the,results of the Phase 1 and Phase 2 evaltiations,

Phase 3 determined post-project opinions of TRADOC personnel totiards SADT.

The focus of Phase 3 differed somewhat from that which was

originally planned. Because this change necessitated. a shift in evaluation

strategy, a discussion of the rationale for this change follows.

Although the Task 3 report was well-accepted at TRADOC Headquarters,

the TaSk3 models had received little exposure at the 21 TRADOC schools

:It the conclusion of Task 3. The models were considered reasonably specific

by personnel at TRADOC Headquarters but the viewpoint of individuals at the

ittADOC,Schoois was that the models were abstract and of questionable Tractical

value. Further, the Models emphacized new roles for the schooll,s involving

heavy usage of exportable training, assigning various schools the responsi-

oitity for weapon system performance and requiring schools td..use performance-

orintedv eriter ion-referenced measures of training effectiveness. The

traditional role of TRADOC schools (training resident students) was

dcompbasized in :he Task 3 model. FoilLing dissemination of the Task 3

report it did not -Ippear Likely that TRADOC school personnel would readily

7--\

adopt the 'flew model. of training because of Its lackof specifies about

each school's weapon system and MOSs.and the emphasis on newer rather

thin more traditional roles fur TRADOC schools.

IL was evident to SofTech and TRADOC personnei at the conclusion

1 thm acceptance of the new conceptualiatIon or Army training

7 1



and evaluation at the various proponent schools was critical to the

successful implementation of the model'. Further, because of the extensive-

ness ofthe Task 3 model, it was believed that emphasis should be concen-

trated on TRADOC's most immediate critical needs rather than the broad

focus of developing an implementation plan for the-entire Task 3 model.

For these reasons, the decision was made to drop the implementation

plan which was the original focus of Task 4. Insead, effort was to be

,
devoted in Task 4 o several activities, including dissemination of the new

%
model of Army train ng to the proponent schools of TRADOC to foster

acceptance of the model, development of a plan for implementing some specific

evaluation feedback loops into the existing training structure, and

beginning a plan for a system architecture for the data processing support'

requirements-of the new model of training.

Because the new focus of Task 4.did not emphasize the use of SADT,

the Task 4 activities were not as directly relevant to the purpose of the

overall evaluationthe evaluation of SADT in moaeling a military training

environment. Further, these and other project activities subsequent to

Task 3 did not occur early enough to allow for an analysis prior to the

preparation of this report. For these reasons the Phase 3 evaluation focused

on a finer determination of TRADOC's. perceptions of the effectiveness and

uL:cfulness of the SADT project, particUlarly the Task 1 model and specifically

the factors which may have been responsible for the positive shift in attitude

which occiired between the Phase I and Phase 2 evaluations.

Methods And Proceditres 1-

The data collection period for the Phase 3 evaivation occurred

durin July and early Atwust NT/. The personal vacation schedules

<1,



and professional obligations of'TRADOC personnel during this time period

'made it impractical to attempt to interview relevant TRADOC officers in

depth about their perceptions of the SADT project and the Task 3 model.

For these reasons a mail-out questionnaire, similar to the one used In

the Phase 1 evaluation, was selected as the primary daft source for

nase 3. This questionnaire appears in Appendix D.

?1'

Fifteen TRADOC officers having managemetesponsibility for or

participating in the SADT project were selected as the target population

for the questidnnaire. Two weeks after the questionnaire was mailed,

an evaluation staff member went to Ft. Monroe to stimulate the return

rate of questionnaires and to interview as many of the target population

as possible about their overall impressions of the project. Questionnaire

and interview results are presented and discussed below. '

Results and. Discussion

Twelve Of the fifteen questionnaires were returned, a return

rate of 80%. Further; four individuals were interviewed during a final

visit to TRADOC Headquarters by an evaluation staff member. The results

of these data gathering activities yielded two types' of data, quantitative
.

(from Questions 1 through 21 of the questionnaire, Appendix E) and

qualitative (from questions 22 through 27 of the questionniare and

the interviews).

qumItitative Data. A reliability coefficient was calculated

tor the A quantitative items on FhC questionnaire. An alpha coefficient

was obtained indicating that qustrionnaire items were homogeneous.

That 1;3, they produced similar patterns Of responding in different indi-

vidual!., indicating the questionnaire W1 reliable.



The mean (X) and standard deviation (SD) for each item

are presented in Table 4.

Inspection ,of the general of each item suggests that items

can be clustered into relalively homogeneous groups. For example, Items

3, 4, 7, 9, 13, and 14 inquire about various heuriStic aspects of SADT

diagrams and the modeling process'.'InspectO.on of the results of these

- i

4

questions suggests most notably that the SADT models produced'were helpful

in elucidating the, interrelationships between the various components of

training (Table 4, Item 4) and that the Task 3 model provided a clearer

understanding of the Army's training and evaluation programs (Item 7).

Responses to Items 13 and 14 suggested that the technique was somewhat

less effective in identifying organizational inefficiencies in the

current training system or in providing conceptual insights about alterna-

tive methods of conducting Army training. None of the questions addressing

heuristic properties of the technique received unfavorable ratings

(i.e., a mean less than 3.00 on the five-point scale).

Items 8, 12, and 15 address the'ultimate.usagt and impact of

the models produced. While respondents believed the models would be

used to a considerable extent in planning needed changes in Army training

(Item 8), they were relatively less sure that the tppdels would actually

provide the impetus for change (item 12) or that the proje't would ulti-

1

mately affect the training concepts held by TRADOC. As w th the previous

grouping of.items, none of these questions received unfavorable ratings.

Several items on the questionnaire (10, L6, 17, .19, 20 and

21) asked the respondent for his summary judgments about various aspects

of the SADT project. The most notabLe of these was that item It revolved

the highest rat -lugs of any item ou the questionnaire (4.55), -Lndicat Lag
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Table 4

Item Means and Standard Deviations for Phase 3 Evaluation Respondents
J

. Item N Mean

1. Are SADT diagrams an effective-
way of communicating?

2. Has SADT project generated
communication among TRADOC
personnel?

3. Have diagrams ,helped focus:
attention on variables not
considered previously?

Did modes elucidate inter-.
relationships between the
components of training?

12 4.33

12 3.75,

Standard:
,Deviation"

0.65

0.87

12 -3.67 1.23

5. Project benefits attributable
to diagrams or process? 11

6. Has SADT saved time relative
to other approaches?

7. Did Task 3 model provide
clearer understanding of
Army training?

8. 14111 the models produced he
used in planningchanges?

9.- Has SAD helped identify
changes "::ecting combat
readiness?

10. Would an SADT model of Army
training be of value as a
reference document?

11. is SADT an effective approach
to design and anaiysis problems?

12. Will SADT models provide impetus
tor changes in Army training?

13. Were SADT models usetul in idou-

t,itving existing orgailiational
inefficiencies?

4.25

3.00

0.75

0.89

10 2.80 1.32

11

12

12

11

4.00

3.50

0.89

0.80

3.50 1.45

4.33

4.55

0.89

0.69

.

3.17 1.03

1.1/ 0.94



Item

Table 4 (continued).

Moan
Standard
Deviation

14. Had SADT led to con4ptual
insights about.cOnduing
Army training? ,

15. Will use of SAM ultimately
affe .ct training concepts
held by TRADOt?

1.6: Would it be useful to train
some ArMy personnelto be
SADT authors?

17. Has. the project' IncteasOd
VtADOCls analytic, and
ilunning capatil

19.''Has the progresS ade been
worth th'e "time °?s/ kit?

,2 Fltimute ,SofTeeh's
cintributiOg to the-progress
Mcle/.hy TRADOG,

21. Task 3 model. to improvement
over prerion'conceptnall-
ZaLlOas ofaining?

Overall

I.

(

11 3.45 1.21

12 3.25 0.7'

'-12 3.67 1.15

12 3.17 0.83

12 4.42 0.79

12 3.qe 0.79

11 4.36 1.12

3.67 '0.55



a strong belief among TRAW/personnelthai SADT Is an effective and appro-
,

prlate approach to the design and analysis problems faced by TRADOC. These

individuals considered the Task 3 model an improvement over previous con-

ceptualizations of training (Item. 2.1.) and were of44he opinion that the
4

1

progress Made was worth the resourvs devoted to tq project eltem.19).

Further, these individuals'Ciinsidered the model to he a valuable future

rc.;:erence document for TRADOC personnel (Item 10).

Despite'the high ratings given to most itenda, Qlstion 17 was

marked relatively, Lower 3,17) suggesting that a limited degree o,-
p.

technology transfer frad occurreC This is congruent. with concluSions

drawn from the proc'ess data in the. Phase 1.evaluation Where Lt was

reported that. fewer than c!xpeetedRADOC personnel were trained in
"IA)

SADT and less than J-611 partiapation among TRADOC,personnel was recorded

for the author/tommenter review cycle. Item 20 also receives] relatively

low ratings -(X, - 1.08), suggesting that ybile SofTech made a moderat%

contribution q.o the progress achieved by TRADOC, it was not a major

ciimItributor. This mfght be expected from the interaction of SADT and

other influences on Army progress discussed at the conclusion of the

.

Phase 2 evalua'tio'n results ( pi .63-64.of .this report °.

qualitative Data. .4e questionnaire .contained six open-ended

.
,

A

7!,,stion.s (Appendix I), Vwstions 22, 23, 24, 25, 26; and 27). 'One of
,, A

02 theKe,(26) will b4;discusseu,,,tin a,subsequent section of thimepork

2324, and '25 addressed specific issues that were eith' r

,Left unclear oii.emerged from the Phase 1 add 2 evaluations.

A conclusion drawn from the Phase.2'evaluatIon Was'that

.ar:itudds at TRADOC toward SADT hadshifted poSitively following

v



A
dissemin'ttion of the Task 3 report. Several tentative expthnations for

this shift were offered at the conclusion of the Phase 2 evaluation

report. The opinions of TRADOC personnel were solicited tolurther specify ,

why this shift had occurred (Question 22). The most consistent response

to this question Was that Tasks I and 2 were necessary preliminary

activities of limited scope:while the Task 3 model 'constituted the "meat"

of the project. The following comments by four officers are representative:

c.?
D. 0

41.

Since Task 2 dealt with a specific weapons system
(the tankmany officers were either unfamiliar
or. uninterested in the Task 2 report. The general
subject of the training system is more widely
understood and generated;a greater degree of interest:
The meat of the contract .was in Task 3 and Tasks 1 -

and 2 were merely.preliminaries.

Task 3 seemed to" come to gr{ps better with the
key issues.',After all, it represented a, high
point in the Learning curve. Simultaneously
it occurred as we were trying to deal with
(other agencies) on total system developments.
Hance, its insights were of benefit in the
daily battle.

the Task 2 report was not promulgated as a
solUtion. It was a means to an end. The Task 3
report-, on the other hand; was more generAl
and intended for wider diStriVution. Thus;
improvement in opinion should occur.

Task 3,showed the "big picture" for the
first time, People could see how their
piecq fit in and where the gaps were.

Questioh. 24 attempted to assess whether the SADT project

had 11ad an impact on TRADOC's ablilty to solve large and/or complex problems.

'Willie this was.on of the majo,r benefits implied in the 'contract proposal,



tine issue had not been addressed directly in the Phase
I and Phase. 2

evalUations.. The general response to this question was that the

iividual officers directly involved in the project had probably honed

their personal problem-solving abilities but that SADT had 14 had an

organization-Wide impact on analysis and planning skills. it should 4)e

mentioned that several respondents believed thdt a lack of command w,. .

emphasis duing the project. May have limited the impact the project

could be expected to have on these skills.

A major conclusion of the Phase 2 evaluation report was that

Lowing dissemination of the ask 3 report, individuals were more

cokrfi.dent of the usefulness of the SADT project and were more positive

that/this Work would ultimately be of benefit to TRADOC. HoweVer, it

'was unclear from the Phase "2 datAiist hoW the Task 3 model would be

used or what specific benefits have or were expected to accrue at

TRADOC,

Question 23 inquired directly about Ways he Task 3 model would

he used by TRADOC. Emphasis-was given to the responses of higher- ranking

officers with training management responsibility: esponses to this

question fall into three general categorie4

The most consistently mentioned usa.ge of the model wa, as a

communications tool. One officer stated that\the model Would be used

to "clarify the DA (Department of the Army) staff's understanding of,

the training/system." Another officei stated, that a major use of the

model. was. "to explain the pervasiveness ofTRAppe's unctions and missions

to DA, DoD, and other mao'r commands." Other respons

usefulness as a communications tool within TRADOC,..st

79
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model can be used to explain to TRADOC personnel the interrelationships

between TRADOC and other commands and agencies within the 'Army and the

9p0. It is cletr that a major usage of Task 3 is as "a way to e4plain

the training system."

Another consistently noted usage pf.the Task 3 model was as an,

aid in the systematization and coordination of combat development.and

tialuing development activities. This'was discussed as a major conclusion

of the Phase 2 evaluation and will not he elaborated here. It should

0
i-

suffice to Say that the role of the Task 3 model as'a blueprint for the
it

coordination of com at development, efforts (priWarily the development

of specific weapc s systems) and training developments efforts continues

as one of the Most valued of the potential uses of the Task 3 model.

p

b A'third category of uses centers around the value of the Task 3

annOel as an analytical tool in such.areas as the plannihg of management

inforMaLion requirements for the training system and determining the

...
.

..-,..

sygtem architecture necessary to support future datalirocessing needs.
).A

.
_.

11ditional,usages within this' nrea include providing management a

"Perspective for assigning responsibility for various aspects of the'

t. lining and evaluation, system and establishing criteria for the alloca
.

Lion of training resources.

At the conclusion of Task 3, most respondents IntervieWed for

tite Phase 2 evaluation' report expressed that it was too early to .specify

benefits that might accrue to TRADOC as a result A carrying out this

project The Phase .3 evaluation questionnaire followed these. interviews

by approximately three months, allowing time For the model to "sink in"

80
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mid for potential benefits of the model to evidence themselves. As

with the uses of the Task 3 model discussed above, several specific

benefits were articulated by respondents in response to Question 25.

A primary benefit listed by almost all respondents was that the

SofTech project had resulted in the articulation of the Army training

and evaluation system friwtthe first Inc.: Thlp'documentatitn was seen,

,7,9 very valuable by TRADOC personnel is related to their p

usage of the Task 3 model, as a valuable communications tool. Another

often cited benefit was the. elucidation of the relationship between

combat developments and training developMents. A third consistently

occurring response to Question 25 was that "the role of evaluation and

feedback in the training system had been clearly identified and raised

t,) the desired level of prominence."

Other, more idiosyncratic benefits listed in response to Item 25,

',tore that ttecause SANE' highlights system constraints, required "fixes"

tc present training system problems could now be more easliY identified.
,'

And, because the Task 3 model "highlighted areas where automation was

ri_ded," a starti2t4g point for planning future hat-tare/software needs

c ould be determined. -P ' 1 a

N different perspective was offered by one officer who listed

ne only project benefit as the "crossfertilization of ideas." He ex=

nlaHed his response this way:
, \O,

(Tie project) forced TRADOC to explain the 40

sys-emused to outside agents. This is a
remarkably useful exorcise for smug persons
wHo think they understand what-they do. .

J
,

1



Given the evaluator's experience with SADT and TRADOC, this comment seems

insightful and nondefensive, and appears to underscore the mechadica of

hoW SADT accomplishes its results.

The idiosynCratic comments of another'TRADOC officer deserve

mention. While acknowledging the potential benefits of.SADT, he had

reservations about whether any benefits would actually be realized. His

response to Item 25 follows:

AS a minimum, TRADOC'has been exposed to an
enlightened form of analysis. The results
now exist in a highly usable form. I am con-
cerned about TRADOC's ability to apply'the
Task 3 model. This concern is based upon our
lack of experience in conduct ng such a massive
project--the type of project licy-oriented
staff is not equipped to handle.

Thus, the benefits of the model as documentation of what TRADOC.

is trying to achieve is clear in the minds of mosN'RADOC officers: Even

the process of working through the models was considered to be of benefit

the' organization in and of itself. Further, the model appears to have

considerable potential value as TRADOC Headquarters moves to make needed

.changes in the current Army'training and evaluatio* system. There is

some skepticism, however, that TRADOC will be able to use the model opti-

mally. As seated by one officer "the value of SADT is still more potential'

than realized."

Summary and discussionfb The.most.notable trend from the Phase 3

evaluatiOn.is that the attitudes of TRADOC personnel towards the Task 3

model remain positive. No deterioration of the positive valuation of

!the SADT work was.evident three months after issemination of the

Task 3 report. Further, it appears that thi 'three month interval pro-
,

vided an "incubAelon period" in which the results ,of' the Takk,3 work

82
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had dchanue to "sink in" in the minds of'TRADOC personnel. Phase 3e

(61.1

aluation results indicated the model had not been put on a shelf

and forgotten but ratherhad become a central document in TRADOC's

thinking about training and evaluation. The high return tate for the

Phase 3 quartionnairet and 'the thoroughness with which most respondents
,

anawered.items on the questionnaire seems to support this conclusion.

The conclus.fls drawn from the Phase 3 evaluation data were

similar to those in Phase-2, namely that TRADOC is satisfied with the

results and 'onsideretits investment in the project worthwhile. The

general opinion expressed was that the groundwork had been' -.laid to con-

evert the Army training systemfrom what it is to whatit should be.

Whether the potential benefits of the SofTech project are realized is

dependent on two factors in the mindsof. tost TRADOC. personnel. The
/-*

first concerns the emphasis given to the model as a .planning tool by

upper level thinagement at TRADOC. Throughout all three evaluation

phases, this has been an expressed concern of officers involved in the

project. The ultimate °use (and derived benefit) of the model, is depen-
,-+

,':ont on the priority given it by senior leyel managers in TRADOC. The

second factor concerns reservations about the ability of TRADOC (more

specUlleaLLy ODCST) 'to use the results of the Task 3 model in working

toward. the state of-training and'evaluati:on desired by TRADOC.
41;

The interrelationships between the results of the three eval-

uaL: phaseS and afinal project-Wide evalhation summary follows.

ti



VIII. Project Results and DiscuSsion .

In this section trends across the three evaluation phases are

integrated and dis ussed.

ProceSs Data

Considerable emphasis during the Phase .1 Levaluation,was placed

on the.SADT process. With the exception'of one TRADOC officer,trained

as an SADT author, colpenting on and approving SADT kits represented TRADOC's

only official contact with SADT. Thus, any'benefits derived bythe client

organization would seem depTdent on completion of these process behaviois.-

It was for this reason that the process data from the project file was

examined' during Tasks 1 and 2.

The Phase 1 evaluation reivrt indicated that" TRADOC's

tion in the process of diagram review and A0iision was about 50% of that

originally expected by SofTech. Despite this result, none of.the project

personnel polled at the conclUsion of Task 2 believed that deficiencies

perceived in the project at that time were attributable to thiS reduced

degree of participation in the iterative authot-commen er cycle. Most

respondents indicated-that amplei communicatpn had occurred between SADT

authors and TRADOC commenters and that, if anything, the formality of the

SADT process had hindered TRADOC's participation in the project to some

extent.

6

Prior to completion of Task 2, SofTech altered the SADT process

slightlykqo achieve a better math between the process and work procedures

in. the TRADOC organization. Primarily, coruclication.within the SADT.
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10

process was expanded to include conferences and open discussion of the

status of various aspects of the mode). Because both SofTech and TRADOC

H
expressed satisfaction with the level of communication between authors and

'commenters and because the procedural aspects of SADT had been altered

to meet the needs of this particular application of the technique, the

t.

issue of process data and implementation was not pursued iii subsequent,

evaluative phases. It appears that the traditional procedural mechanisms

of SADT need not be strictly adhered to if appropriate alteillations can be

made to facilitate participation in the process by personnel in the client

organization. The'fact that positive project benefits were derived de-

spite less than strict adh,rence to traditional procedures supports this

co.ltention..

11

)erceived etiveness and Usefulness of SADT

EXnation of the results of the three evaluation phases

indicated that a favorable change in attitudes towards SADT by TRADOC

personnel had occurred. The Phase 1 evaluation concluded that the

effectiveness and usefulness of SADT had not been clearly demonstrated'

at the conclusion of Task 2 and that the respondents indicated they

believed the'technique was a good one, generally, but had reservations

about the ultimate impact of its application at TRADOC.

The Phase 2 evaluation, which followed Task 3, concluded that

attitides towards 'the SADT project and its results ware positive and had

changed considerably Ero what as.f.oUnd,during Phase 1. 'The Most con-

(sistently cited reason or the more positive sentiments found in the

Phase 2 valuation was that the Task 3 model had provided an integrated

(3)



picture of the total Army training and evaluation system, particularly

the interrelationships between evaluati n, system development, and

training. This integration had not been as vividly portrayed previously

and generated considerable enthusiasm for beginning th6 actual work of

implementing the new training and evaluation system.

Phasee evaluation results were similar to those found in

Phase 2.' Attitudes towards the SADT project remained Despite

the obstacles encountered in beginning the actual implementation c)

the new training and evaluation system, the Task 3 model was still con-

sidered valuable of TRADOCs best thinking on how the

Army's new training and evaluation system should operate. Most respon-

dents were-of the opinion that the project has been a worthwhile experience

for TRADOC and expressed that the groundwork had been laid for beginning

actual implementation of the new system.

Thus, TRADOC personnel were originally unsure or I've skeptical

about the value of SADT but attitudes towards the technique shifted as the

project progressed. Only tIto TRADOC officer questioned during the

Phase 3 evaluation stated the they were un ware of such shifts- in attitude

'across the project, while an

,per-sonnel had changed during the. project but the same was not true for

indicated that the opinions of SofTech

TRADOC personnel.
1

To validate whether shifts in attitude toward SADT had occurred

at TRADOC, two strategies, one quantitative and one qualitative, were
3

employed. Qualitative data were gathered (interview protocols and

8 7



responses to discussion questions from quedtionnaires) to determine if

the subjective responses of speCific individuals changed across evaluation

. _phOpes.

A colonel having considerable management responsibility for

the project believed that at the end of Task 2 the'scope of the pre4yect

was "far too global to be of ahy in"ectical value" and favored redirecting

the Task 3 effort to concentrate on particularly "thorny" hire- and-now

problems. 0

His attctude was expressed.in the following comment made prior

to completion of the Task 3 effort:

I can't afford to spend a lot of my time working
on these'broad general goals. I have my own'
problems. If they will work towards my particular
problem's at this time, fine, but I can't. Spend
my time and the time of my men if it's not going
tO.solve my problems.

However following dissemination of the Task.3 model the

officer's opinion was noted to havechanged considerably as exemplified by

this later comment:

For some time we thought we understood different
aspects of the system, but for the first time
we have a cle picture of the interrelationships
of differentj nctions and organizations of the

' Army as they r late to training. The model
systematiz nd coalesced our knowledge.

When questioned dUring the Phase 3 evaluation about ways the

fit/MC organization hy benefitted from thelorolect, this individual

stressed that the work completed had provided TRADOC with better frame-

work within which to accomplish its mission.".

Another colonel made these comments following the conclusion of

88



Task 2:

We went into this project to get someone to provide
a logical layout of the training system so we could
get a handle on it. (Individuals) like myself haven't
gotten that out of it yet. (Individual) like myself haven't
work will be of any use at this time..7r be-
fore saying yes or no.

I'll wait be-

Six months later and after dissemination of the Task 3 report,

1:11.8 same individual made this comment:
.

Nothing new appeared in the models but they used
me to tilink of them (training issues)
light. The further delineation of what evalUatiori

in a different

is has/ changed our concept of evaluation and how it
interrelates with .the training system....ThiS year
has .sebn the,realizationof what we've been (talking)
about. for three years.

The'above comments are typical of the way people described the

SADT project before and f011oWing dissemination of the Task 3. model.
Mk

Thy second strategy employed to determine if attitudes had

changed during the course of the project was to compare the responses

to 'specific quantitative questions from the Phase 1 and Phase 3 question-

and D) indi-naires. Examinati 9 9 -pt these instruments (see Append ices

Icated that 10 questions were common to both-instruments. Figure 7 pre-

sents the intent of these questions

llcros S evaluation Phases 1 and 3.

and the mean response to each item

Figure iicates that the mean items common to

the Phase 1 and-P
ea

3 questionnaires were, with one higher.

for Phase 3 respondents than for Phase 1 respondents. Six of the respon-
c;__

4

dents to the Phase 3 questio = 12) were alSo respondents during
,

4
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Phase 1 (e= 13). Relatively 113rge shifts (o( appriouxttnt;,fy one

7.
magnitude) occurred for items inquiring whether SAIT.hd. saved time,

14.1 ' 4 .

, )
whether SADT was an effective design -d analysis mdthogiand whether,

' -4;-r

the progress, achieved had been, worth resources devoqd . 0 the project.
:...

V
MOderate shifts (of 'approximately .5) occurred for itt s inquiring about

1

.

.

.1SADT's facility for promoting clearer understanding and focusing atten-
e

tion. These results further serve to illuminate the nature of changes

in attitude before'and after production of the Ta43 model.

To further. specify why attitudes towards SADT became more

positive as.the projecleprogressed, TRADOC ofE ers were questioned in
1: , :

t.

,,"the Phase 3 evaluation questionniare (Append.ixA Itet 22) as to why
e.

their impressions of the SADT project had change., The general response

given was that at the conclusion of task 2 Only the necessary preliminary
, .

activities been completed wtileproduction of the Task 3 model was

the goal'of the Army's participation:in this project: The following

-responses are representative:

More people were able to identify with and use the
4r general model described fn the Task 3 report.

Store Task 2 dealt with a specific weapons system
(the-tank)(, many officers were either unfamiliar.
or uninterested in the Task 2 report. The general

'subject Of'the training system is more widely
understood and generated a greater, degree of
interest. Those who understood the entire pwject
lufw that the meat of the Contract was in Task 3
and that.,Tasks 1 and 2 were merely preliminaries.

The Task 1 and 2 reports were not protufgated as
.-

solutions. They were a means to an end. The Task.3
report, on the other hand, was intbndedofor wider

0
distribution. Tht'S improvement. n opinion should.
occur.

9
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TRADOC personnel were unsure of the value off. the SADT project

during the preliminary tasks of the project. The Task 3 Wiirk integrated

these previous efforts and produced a model of the training and.eValuation

system as it should be, which was the TRADOC goal for the'project. The

complexity of the problem created initial confusion among TRADOC personnel.

tl

as to the goals and objectives Of the project, .and because the primary

project goal was articulation of the new training system, it was not

until the production of the Task 3 model that individuals could see that--.

this goal was attainable.
a

This conclusion should not imply that evaluation efforts at,the

conclusion of Task 2 came, too early. Rather, the Phase. 1 evaluatipn 'results

were critical data for understanding the initial ambiguity and skepticism

ilIllerent in projects such as this one which feature the novel application

of a specific,technique to a highly complex system problem.

Factors Influencing Interpretation of Project-'-wide Results

The following discussion pregents several aspects of the TRADOC

organization which shoUld be,considered in drawing conclusions from this

study. It is believed'Ahat these factors 'have-hagi sufficient impact on

these results to warrant discussion.

A. Lack of command emphasis. Throughout the prOject TRADOC,

officers have stated that the value and usefulness-of the .SADT project

was dependent on command emphasis and that the project has had less-than.

full subport from.the'upper level management TRADOC'. This lack of

command eMphaiSmay have affected some individual's opiniOns of and

participation in the project, thus hindering the'accomplishment ofprojeat

coals:` AlthOugh not measurable, the subtle influence this variable, may

haVe had on the conclusions drawn can not bn'cliScounted.

9 2,
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B. AckOwledOmen't of contribution.' This factor concerns a ten-
.

dency on the partof some TRADOC'officers to disdeunCthe coAtributions

(

of outside contractors. AlthoUgh not measured in this study, the impression

,

of the evaluators -'is th some officers would have little godd to say about

the work of any outside contractor, regardless of performance. This
.

,

.

,

-;,''C -

relates to what one TRADOC officer called "the not
,
invented here syndrome."

,
This refers td the belief that officers will tend to emphasize theWork

done, in their own shop arid dismiss the work done by others.

. .

C. Influences o,n the status of training,. It.. cWas oncluded.at
.

.

the ell, of the PhaSe 2 evialuatiou that a potentially'. large number of in-
. . .

fluences may have interacted to produce current attittdes at TRADOC,
e

...The SADT project represents only one of theSe potential influences. The

most direct response froman officer bearing on thia'issle,Was froma

colonel who offered the folloWing comment:

The discussionsAWh SofTech and examination.
diagrams was one/of several intellectual activiti,es
that definectaiid desCribed where we were heading in

TRADOC.

It tynot possible to "tease out" the amount, of influence the

SofTech project has had in bringing about the Army's current conceptuali-
., ',

zation of training froM the contribution of other pOtential i nfluences.

I

Thus, the data gathered for this evaluation must necessarily be inter-

(

preted in light of the fact that this project Vas one of. several activities

engaged in by TRADOC to achiev,e a better understanding of. their training

system.
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4.!

LiMullary and Conclusions

In summary, the orticulatiOn.of the Army training and evaluation

system as it should be represents the most tangible direct benefit 'gained

by'TRADOC in this project. Thee Task 3model integrated the previously

independently conceptualized areas oftraining, system developments, and

evaluation in an understandable and practiRal manner. Now that documer -,

tation of the system structure has been accomplished the actual work of

. f
implementing the new conceptualization of training can begin.

At a minimum, the TaskP3 model has provided'a way of communi-

.cating to agencies and individuals both within and outside TRADOC the

,future directions 'planned for Army,training and evaluation. Prior to

the production of the Task 3 model the traininedevelopments component

. of TRADOC had not been able to fully articulate its goals anthintents.
,

The Task 3 model prOVided this much needed docUmentation.

Perhaps thelliost disappointing result of this project was that

only a limited amOunt4of technology transfer pccurred between TRADOC
,

.

and SofTech. Givei eet the level of Army participttion in the project

was less than originally, anticipated, the fact that the project has had

minimal impact on TRADOCs general analybis and planning capabilities

is not surprising. More-specifically, the failure of TRADOC to piovide

additional perAonnel as SADT authors limited the amount of expertise

SofTech could pass on t the client organization.

In spite of the decreased level of participation, a small

degree of technology, transfer did occur. One TRADOC officer (a captain)

trained in authoring SADT diagrams, became proficient in this skill,

Additionally,. two colonels haying management responsibility in the
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training development branch-of TRADOC were exposed to the general SADT

approach to complex system problems. ,From discussiOns'with these indi
,

viduals during the project, it is believed that they now have a better

,perspective from which to manage complex analysis and design problems.

The original project goals were that SADT would be used in

con unction with TRADOC to: *

o

(1) identify changes in Army training' that
would significantly increase combat
effectiveness;

. ,

(2) describe how Army training, testing, and
0 evaluation programs will Operate after

thepropoed ,changes are n4omplisheci; and

(3) plan how the.changes in Army 'tr4t1(ing
Will.be undertaken and how prokieSs will
be monitored and evaluated.-

The conclusion drawn from all evaluation data collected from the study

is that goals 1 and 2 have been accomplished to the satisfaction of

relevant TRADOC personnel.

Goal 3, howeVer, was only minimally tealized, although this

was not due to shortcomings in the SADT technique or in the efforts o

SofTech or TRADOC. The actual implementation plan was deferred by mutual

consent and replaced by a more pragmatic intermediate step. It was not

until the Task 3 modelhad been produced that..the task of implementing

the new system could be fully appreciated. Jt was then decided that Task 4

could better.be spent attacking more specific prokems that stood as

obstacles to subsequent implementation of the full system. Given this

redirection, the failure to develop a plan for, mplementing.changes and

.Monitoring progress can not be seen. as a limitation of SADT. but rather

-7-57
as a reflection of the conipleXity of the coiltext.ln which the project occurred.
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-ihub, it is conclUded that further applications'ofSADT such

the one described 'in thia report would be worthwhile.: The 14sis or this

conclusion is not that there iiilan)f Pmegic" in the SADT diagrams or'Or07

cedures bUt eather that they provide aMeohanism_for dodumentingt.he best

. thinking right indlyiduals in, the client organization and interrelating
A

important concepte in a cleer and'praCtical manner.

/ 0

It does not appear that the project created any newlinoWledge

specific aspects.of the training,sYstem but rather that it integrated,about

and communicated what was known 'Omit training in a coherentlghd useful

way. This conclusion is'best summarized by an officer when he:saidi

"(The project) forced TRADOC to explain the systeM used to outside agents.

This is a remarkably useful exercise for smug personM who think, they

understand whOit:they db."

oA,

a
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AppenIdix

Evaluative Dimensions DefiVed Srom the SofTechrrciposal'.

CoMmanicativje

While explicit claims,, were Made about the communicative qualities Of the.

technique, almost all claims at least implied communication. 'Communication ap-

peared'to be one of the Unde0_ying goal§ of Ehe SADT process. There are three

subdimensions relevant to evaluation of the communicative (qualities of SADT:

(a) bOeS the author communicate effdctively'With,th reader throtigh SADT

grams?; 0) Is communication enhanced among relevant Orinel in the project

by following the SOT discipline ?; and (c) i)OeSetheusefulness of the technique

derive ,largely froM the technique itself, J.e.,from blueprint -like drawings, or

from, the communication between individuals engendered-by the process of using

the technique?'

A. Communicative Quality !of the Diagrams. Are SADT diagrams' readable by

Army personnel terAraining !provided by SofTech? Is ale message of a diagram

clear and tinambigumts to the "reader? - Disregarding the accuracy of the diagram,

does the.Army read% e 1.that he understands what the author istrying to say?

:Are the-diagrams' more oMmunicative'than standard verbal text? DoJRADOC per-

_sonnel believe .t e would have understood the author:s message as easily

P' , /,through written text qr dialog?

B. Communicative Quality of -the SADT Has the SADT-disipiine

(the iterative author-cOmMnteqcycle) facilitated communication between the

% P
diverse personnel participating in the project? Is the commenter cycle more

effdctive than written communicatiou or conversation? -Has the SADT discipline

facilitated comhunication between Army personnel. abOut the roblems of

chhnging training procerltres? Has the diodipline helped focus

'the'reIevh-nbJfactars so'that meaningful dialog.cqold occur tvithiri T OC? To

ion on

9 9



what "extent haS the application of SADT at TRADOC led to a common conceptualiza-

tion of the problem? Do Army personnel believe they are more able to immuni-

cate among themselvs about their tasks, goals, and problems as a restilt of the
. '

application of SADT ?'.

C. Impact of Improved Communication: If communication about the problems

at' hand has mproved at TRADOC (A and B above): has this improved communication

helped focus attention on critical variables impacting-the effective1 ness of
'

.
I

Army training? Has this imprdVed communication led,to a keener understanding

of the, problems facing the training command . . , to ,a gras p. of possible solu-

tions to these ,problems? To what extent are the benefits7ofthe.SADT project-

attribut ble to Ihe impact of SADT on communications within TRADOC?

II. uali

The proposal made several claims to the effect that SADT will improve

the quality of the work at TRADOC. /Aile these quality claimswere sometimes too

vague Co measure, several did-luster into three group -s that are logically

related to quality: acdracy, quality control, and efficiency (time savings).

These. three subdimensions form'the Quality dithension..
41,

A. Accuracy.' Do-Army-personnel conside the SADT models to be accurate

representations "of the content modeled? Is,the overview Model develo6ed in

.Task 1 a c,edible representation'of the new training progra s to. those who are
4

1 ,

responsible 'for the conceptualization and design or these new programs? Similar-
'

ly, is the model of the tank_weapon system developed in Task 2.sufficiently

"isomorphiC with that system for Army uSersto develop confidence in the model
4

and to use it to deepen their understanding of the weapon system?

1.B. Quality Control. .Built into the ,SADT discipline is,an iterative re-
e . .

': ,

- ,..

view process that supposedly ensures the'quality (accuracy, consytency, and

o 3
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completeness) the ongoing work. Do.Army personnel perceive this metl-Iod of
/

quaiic"control as effectiv!.;1/4 Do they be ieve that' this Process'actually ensures.

the quality of the final draft .of a diag am?. If they do not see the process

as effe'ttive, is it because of the author's insensitivity to comments by cm-
.

mepter6 . . .:lack of interest and/or'input.by commenters .0. . inconsistent

Feedback rto author... . . poor infortatiion graSP,.by experts of the content

mddeled . , and /or limitations oti.ihe,way feedback is given?

: C. Efficiency. Several claims/were made about the reduction id. time

restatingting from application'of SADT nI completing a structured analYisiScIndesign,

problem. Do the Army's perceptions support these claims? Does the iterative

'review cycle of the SADT discipline save time? Is it a more efficient way (in

(

terms oftiMe) to communicate ideas?' Does the discipline seem more time ef-

ficient early in the modeling (A4 and AO) or later in the modeling, kz,e.,

more detaled levels?

At the end of Task 2, do Army personnel consider the amount of prog-

ress madd,on th problem as.a result of SofTech's input worth t1e time devoted

to ;the project?

if

they
-2
consider this amount of time a :savings deficit rela-

tive to the tlime it-would have taken to reach the same level of output by.more

1 '

I

traditional methods?

III. Usefulness
/

This dimension, reflecting the largest'single cluster, represents claiths
-.-

( "I ,

.

about the utility or usefulness o the technique. Taken:together, these claims

exp-116.tly state that SADT is mor than a decomposition technology or engineer-

ing drawing sySte -, i.e., thA4 it will facilitate the planning, implementation,

(
management, .and e aluation capabilities of TRADOC personnel by providing con-

r
ceptual insights into the probl ms being modeled.



The evaluation of this dimension will be conducted at two,different'stages:

(a) an evaluation of SADT's usefulness in Tasks 1 and 2 (in'orpOrated in this

evaluation report),'and (b) given the Army petbohnel's exp rtence with SADT.in

Tasks 1 and 2, their perception of the usefulness of SADT hen'applied in
4

:Tasks 3 and 4 (not schNlated ft), completion prior to.the reparation of this

reptt).

A. Usefulness in Tasks 1 and 2. Did the models produced in TaSk 1 lead'

to a clearer understanding of the problems being modeled. Will, these diagrams

be helpfUl'in planning changes in Army training? Did t e model define what'

types of change a?J being planned?

4.n Task 2, did the trainineinnovations hay.4.\ng the greatest impact on

combat readiness and battlefield effectiveness become sufficiently Visible as
.

claimed? By the end of Task 2,"did SADT contribute to the_isolation of inno-

vations.4ich are critical to Army training?

B. /Usefulness in Subsequent' Tasks. Do Army personnel believ SADT will
.

f
.

be effectivt in elaborating the Task 1 model's Given.their experie ce with SADT

in Tasks 1 and 2, do they believe...the mere .thorough model produced in Task 3,

and the innovation plan (Task 4) will increase TRADOC 's analysis, planning, and

management capabilities? In addit ion to their utility for the present evalua-

tion effort questions such as these ultimately will be used to determine

whether the consensus of/Pinion at TRADOC supports the continuation of the

project and/or the use of SADT in expanded contexts.

Specificity

This dimension reflects the Army's perception of1SADT's ability to :produce

'models that meet a. spetific need, such ,,as describing what functions a system

, must 1-Iform, specifying how a system should be designed, or how a system should'

be managed or maintained. Answers to these types of questions provide some

initial information bearing on a decision about. expanded usage of SADT in
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the Doi environment.
o

A second area af_SpecificitY is whether,'

infbrmation from

sonnelcan obtain specific'

the models.' If an Army officer deeds to know something

,specific about a system, can he look at the.SADT model of that syStem and,find

7 ?

whaK he, needs? Could, for example, a 1;licrefiche,MDT,model fp',e serve ap

7>valu ble reference for Army training personnel?

These evaluatiye dimensions

in the following table.

and their respective claims ae'Pummarized

r
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5. 1

Ctaims abo(it SADT

,

1. Identify changes increasing

combat effectiveness

2. 'Accurately describe h6w Army

lriiining will operate

0

4 3. Help, plan how, changes will

be. monitered ;.

4. 'Plan hoW progress will be

toniterld

5, Improve TRADOC'e analytic'

a A illanriing ability

6. lan how training changes

should be accompliphed.

7. Understand complex"

interrelationships

8, hoe attention on

'innovations with-greatest

potential for,increesing

combat effectiveness'

9 , Plan and schedule how

innovations will be ,

ipcorporated

10. PIethow effectiveness,

Iof innovations will be

I 1 I evaluated

Appendix A (cont0

is

Factor Structure of Claims by Evaluative Dimsneions

II

, r
III 1V

quality

Quality

Communicative Quota ble Usefulness Specificity

flasks SubseqUent
Diagrams, Discipline Impact Accuracy

Control If?cienY 1 and 2 Maki

IC , iii; II

C (

III

A
IV

A

r-



Appendix A (cont.)

11. gndeistind major changes

in Army training X

1-

II , II
a

11C

a
Iv

12, Plan major changes in

,hrmy, training

13, Describe new. Army' training

and testing programs
X

14,' Derive training

c) requirements

Ul

15, Understand aspects of training

that impact ,combat effectivenesn

16. Evaluate app6aches to meeting

training requirements

17.. Improve quality of resulting

Work

18, identify changes that increase

effectiveness of,weapons systems

19, Show how changes are related to

existing training methods

20. Improve quality of work on the'

5 tasks

21. Communicates results among

analYsts, designers, users,

and managers

22. Integrated approach to

managing large complex

systems

23,' Communicates.results among people

with different interests and back'-.

x X

X.

X

X

X

X

'X
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Appendix A (cont,)

24, D'ocuments logical relationship

of components to total system X

25, Consistent decomposition of

sYstelt

26. Effective oetmunication,between

originator and uses of

descriptive models

4, Will yield unusually clear.

CI description of problem

CN

29. Complete decomposition of

a system

30. Highly readable decomposition

of a system \,)(

31, Highlights interfaces between

components X

32. Defines changes being planned

33. Will describe training system

operation after changes are

incorporated

34, Will be effective in training

command

35, Will have utility In training

command

-36. Describes interrelationships

between innovations

37. Highlights complex

11
/1 interactions

;,+

X

X

P

III IV,
A C ' A

fr

X



Is

38. Integrated approach to

planning, analysis and

design

39, Ensures quality and

configuration control
;

4CI, Ensures consistency and

completeness

4 I,
A

0
"" 41. Interviewing standardizes

means of capturing infor-

mation

42, Interviewing organizes

process of gatheting facts

43. Defines requirements ,

'44, Discribes what functions

a system must perform

45, Specifies how a system's

use or congtruction is to

be managed

46. Explaids a system's use

or maintenance

47. Specifies a systet 8

design

48, Allows a complex system

to be understood

' 49, Critical management and

,technical review built

into overall process

r
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C

III

A B

IV, ,

X

L.

X

ti

X
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50. Constant attention given

to, quality of work in

progress

Simplifi4 testing of

all interfaces for

consistency and completeness

52. AlloWs analysis and descrip-

tion from ievgirit viewpoints

c,,,`" 53. Will regce\elapsed time. to

.00 complete 5 tasks

54. Wi save time,o1 this'

pro ect

455, la expeCtid to reduce

elapeed.,time to complete

S tasks

56. Is particularly powerful

for planning

57, Involves mode than ,a

decomposition technology

58. Is

fQr

sy,tematic methodology

forming planning

.
, Appe dix A (con

I

A

ie

IIg II
C

9

X 1

)

X,

/01E: Claims 8, 11, 13, 14, 22, 28, 31, 38, 49 57, and 58 are equally a

6

ii5

X ,

,

cable to two dimensions.
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durrent Position.

Phase 1. Evaluation Questi9nnhire

r

Months in Current Position

Tkal length of experience with Army training'

and testing programs

'14ave you taken the SofTech Reader Course? yes f7 no /

Have you taken the SofTech'CoMmenter Course?' yes / / no /7

r4

1, To 'what extent do you feel you were adequately trained .to . read;
SADT diagrams?

1. not trained at all

2. poorly trained

trained to a working knowledge

fairly we'll trained

5. expertly'trained
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2. To what extent do you feel you were adecidateljT trained to comment
on SADT diagram?

3.

1. -not trained at all

2. poorly trained

3. trained to a working knowledge

fairly well trained

5. expertly trained'

In general, to what extent were the SADT diagrams clear
unambiguous? (Complete eCh Column separately.)

1. Diagrams were always
ambiguous

2.. Diagrams were mostly
ambiguous

3. Diagrams were occasion-'
-ally clear

44 Diagrams were mostly clear

Diagrams were always clear'

first
drafts

revised'
versions

and

final
vets,ions.

4. To what extent,,do,,you think'it is necessary that written 'text'
containing a more complete explanation of the content modeled.
accompany SADT diagrams.cuntained in reader kits?.

1. not necessary

might he slightly helpful

3. probably. of some help

w On Id he f ai r helpful.

would be very heApful

1.12



5. In your opinion) do SADT reader kits allow adequate commtliiictiop
between author and commenter or.should discussion between author-.
and reader be a required part of the SADT process?

1. SADT diagrams are an adequate means'of communication;
no discussion is necessary

2. discussion between author and reader at the request of
either party (the present procedure) is adequate

17 inclusion of required discussion between author and
areader would be helpful

4. inclusion of required discussion between author and
reader is' essential. '' i

, ci, /

6. To what degree:do y6u believe SADT diagramd-are an effecti*way
.,

of communicating to trained' .readers the .substance ofiStoviding
.

Army training, ..testing, and evalUation'PrOgrams?,' :';-'

not effective

2.' - rarely effecttve

sometithes effective.

4. fairly'.effective

5. very effective

7. To your'knowledge, to what extent have SADT diagrams generato(L.,
either fdrmal or informal communication about Army training

among TRADOC personnel directly involved with the SADTyrocednres-
project?

1. none at all

some

4 Iair amount

1

very amount



8. To your knowledge, to what extent have SADT dingrams.generated
either formal or informal Cemmunication about Army training
procedures among TRADOC personnel not directly involved with the
SADT project?

1. none at all

2. a little

3. some

4. fair amount

5. very significant amount

TO what extent have SADT diagrams helpeclfocusjour attention on
training and testingVariabls,wilien you had net considered
previous':] y?

not at all

Very little

3. somewhat'

4. to a fair extent

very much

10. To what extent do yOu believe the benefits of theSAD7 project at
TRADOC,. if a-ny, ate due to ,thediagraffis or models th:liselves, i.e.,
the tangiblyroductsdrawingsi as .opposed, to thc process of
communication between TRADOC staff:MeMbers whichma nave been

by the modelAng process? IT you feel no )enefits
accrued at all relevant to this question, check 0 y the following:

/ / no benefits at al r

1 . b ene fit s en t. i rely prods e r-d a gram related

benefits tilos p roduc ram 1-e Led

bene f i is :;It 1. i. t .11?otit evenly be tween prod,uc ts produced
and p.xocesses stimulate d

henetit mo;:tly proct.;! rela.rod,

5; bengfits'eutirely proo0:1!: related

I 14
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.

11. To what exten5. do the revised diagrams that you have-seen of the,'
.new" Army training and testin& programs Accurately represent the

.. .content modeled? e

17 not, enough information .to judge.

L. not accurate

2. rough ApproxiMations'

3. variahle in accuracy, depending on content modeled

4. fairly accurate-

5, extremely. oecttrate

12: To what extent do theyevised diagrams that you haVe seen
tank weapon system accurately represent that system?

/ / not enough information to judge

1. not ,accurate

2. rouglLapproxiMations

3. variable in accuracy, depending on content .modeled

4. fairly accurate,

extremely accurate

Is the authoff-c.6Mmenter review ycle used .by SOfTech in the
produetion of SADT diagrams an .effective means ilfit.sUring the
quolitv ref SADT modelsiV

not- at all effective

Z. not very effective.

'someWlat eftective'

fairly effective

very Oftective

a )

1
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.-%--
14. How confident are'you tha.tehis method of. 1.

i

/

.that the final diagr*.:Wl.Wbe/ascomplet

*

1: not at a1'#. confident

Very- little confidence

3. some confidence

4. fairly!corifiaenC, 4

5. very confident

Ualify control guarantees
and acepoui-ate4OpossibW

What degree of confideilCe dciyou have liat your writteti,q0mMenfS
on SADT diagrams were e-actnally taken into account .in,OrOdnping
final draft models?E

. -

no conTijence at all

low confidence

'I.Lsome confidence

4. fairly high degree of. confidence

,5.____-___very'hi6degree of confidence.

16. hi your apitlion,',7jo what extent has communicating to SofTe'cli.

anthors:by way Off.theauthor-commenter cycle, rather than by
disoussi:pn and'writteu text,reulted_in a time savings?

no,;ti wits saved

I. ittle limo was saved

:lome time was'saved

4. a fair amount of time was saved

5. a great deal of time was ,saved

l 10
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17. To What extent has the application of SADT at TRADOC saved tune
relative to other approaches (e.g., in-house TRADOC committees,
outside consultants) that might.have been employed to communicate
Army training procedures?

1. has not saved time

2. has saved very little time

3. has saved some time

4: has'saved a fair amount of time

5, has saved considerable time

'18. How cost-efficient do yoq believe SADT is comparea\Xo other
techniques having the same general purpose with which you are
familiar?

/7 unfamiliar with other techniques

17 als1 others are superior to SADT

2. many others are superior to SADT

3.. others and SADT are about the same

4. a few others are Viiperior to SADT

5. ADT is superipr to all others

19.' In your opir4On, approximatelyhat percentage of actual time could
be saved, If-any, by using Ap7 on a -design and analysis task,

instead of traditional pr cedOres? % ,

1
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20. To what extent chid the Task 1 model of Army training provide you
with.-a clearer understanding ofthe Army's training, testing, and
evaluation programs?

/ / unfamiliar with Task 1 model

1, less understanding than before project

2. same understanding as before project

3. a slightly better understanding

4. a noticeably better understanding

5. a much better understanding

21. Do you believe the SADT models produced by SofTeth thus far will
actually be use0 in planning needed changes in Army training ?,

1. will not be used

2. will'be used to a small extent

3. will be used some, depending on content modeled

4. will be Used to a fair '-)-ctent

5. will be used extensively

22, To what extent do you believe the SADT diagrams produced thus far
will, actuallithelpin deriving training requirements?

will not help

2. will help to a small extent

3. will help some

4. will help noticeably

5., will help considerably

(--)
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23. In your opinibn, can SADT 11 effectively used tofelaborate upon
.)

already completedldiagrams and to accurately articulate an extended
final model of Army training and testing during the next phase of
tile project (Task 3)?

i ,)

1. definitely not

2. probably not

3, uncertain

. 'probably yes p

.1,
5. definitely yes 4

24. To what extent will SADT models actually increase TRADOV,s analysis,
planning alnd.management capabilities? (.Complete each column
separately.)

,g,gne

3. some

4. a.lair amount

5. very much

Analysis . Planning i Management

25. Do you believe that ISADT can help identify training requirements
that have a significant effect on combat:readiness and battlefield
effeCtiveness?

1.. definitely not

2. a little

4 '3. somewhat

.4: to a fair extent

5. to a'significant!)extent

12
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26. In your Opinion, 1./ould a complete SADT model of Army training serve
as a valuable future reference for Army-personner responsiblelot
provionng training? . .,

1. .woad not be of any value

2. wOuld be of little value

3: would be of some value

4. Airould.be fairly. valuable`

5. Jweuld be very valuable

.27. How ract'ical do you believe it is for TRADOC personnel to use SADT
for Ost design and analysis probil.ems facing the Training and
Doc rine Command?

1. /.'very impractical

2. fairly impractical

3. marginally practical

4. fairly practical

5. very praCtical

28. How confident were you,in the comments you made on SADT diagrams?

A
1r not at all confident

2. barely.confident

3. somewhat confident

4. fairly confident

5. vety confident.



29. Of the diagiams you read, appromima ly what percentage were in
- content areas in which you felt ypu did not have sufficient

ence to make meaningfuli,comments? If you would like. to be mor4.,
precise in your estimate, do so in the space provided: %.

1. 0-20%

2. 21-40%

3. 41-60%

4. 61-80t

5. 81-100%

30. About Ofew often did you consult.other'TRADOC personnel before
commentingAin an SADT diagram? If you wouldlike to be more
precise in .your estimate, do so in to space provided:

1. 0-20%

2. 21-40%

3. 44-60%

4. 61-80% a.

5. 81-100%

411'

31. At this time, how critical do you believe it is. t implement
changes in Army ti aining?

1. no need presenKy exists

4
2.' needs to be done but not immediately

3. somewht critical (medium pribrity)

4. fairly critical (high priority)-

5. very critical (urgent priority)

121
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32 To what extent
in

rr

do you believe SADT models will prOvide the impetus
Army training and testing- programs?

not provide ''any impetus for change V

. Will contribute to change o a small extent

will'prgvide some impetus for Change

'4: will. contribute to change to a fairly large extent

5. will provide the major, impetmq for change

P
33. To *hat extent will SADT be useful in identifying eXisting

organizational inefficiencies s-in the current training and
testing procequres?

1./ no use

2./ not much use

-3. some use

4. a fair ambunt of use

/5. a great use

344 In.your opinion:will the applic.,.f' n gf SADT lead to conceptual
insights about alternative methods of conducting Army training,
and testing programs?

not at-all

2. very little

3. some

4. to a fair extent,

5. to a 'great extent

rs)
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35. In your opinion, will the use of SADT ultimately affect the,
training cOncepta currently held by TRADOC?

1. not at all

2. very little

3. to some exfeti(
o 0

4. to'a considerable extent

5. to a great extent

tn

36. In your opinion, would'it be useful to TRADOC,s mission to
train some' Army personnel to be SADT authbrs?

1. no use

2. slightly Useful

3. of sdthe use

4. faiily useful

5. very useful

37. In your opinion, has the amount of,_:progress made by -this 'project
on the problems facing TRADOC been worth the amount of time Army
personnel havedevoted to it?

1. , definitely has not been worth the time

2. generally has not been worth the time

3. has .varied with the content-being modeled

4. generally has been worth the time

5. all-time spent has been worthwhile

129
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38. To what extent did'the Task 2 model of the.tank weapon
proVide you with a clearer understanding of the Army's
testing, andevaluation programs?

[7 unfamiliar with Tsk2 model
- ,

less understanding'than before project

2. same understanding as .before project

3. a slightly better,:understanding

4. a noticeably better understanding.

5.- a much better understanding"

system
training,

4to

Please respond to thelollowing queStions by writing your answers
in theltpace provided. If'you need more space; continue-on the extra
pages'at the end of this booklet ar attach an- additional Sheet.: While..
some of the queStions could be respondecCioWith a brief zOimment, I

would like to ask that you elaborate on, your responses whenever
possible..
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there were general content areas in.which di
You recall ifvtom your exrer c SADT diagrams*,

agrams were particu7

cant,nce in revising

laxly accurate and other areas where they were particularly. ,

might account forinaccuratel What variables, in your opinion,
differences in the accuracy of SADT diagrams?

a
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40. Could you'identify any specifiC benefits whichmayfliveaccrned
to the Army as a result of its participation in this, project
.thus far?

te,

126
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4
.1.Drawing on your' expertenue with SADT, what are a tew of,,.t.ts major

, sit re.ngths and weaknesses?
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42.. Are there other personnel. at TRADOC who were it ncluded]in.the
ADTproject who may have had more:experience or closer contact
ith the content being modeled than yourself? If so; why, o you

believe they were not participants in the project?

128 Si 1
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6j. To your knowledge, have there.' been any obstacles which may have
prevented Sofiech from. dothg the beat Itib:poat3ible at TRADOC?!.. t;'



) .

jjt4. Do you ipive..,.,any other thoughts or comments about SADT which you
r

have not had .the opportunity to expresS?..

1,.:1

1 c
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Appendix C

Phase 2 Structured Interview ForM

To your knowledge, to what extent has the SofTech project,fae-
ilitated either formal or informal communication about Army
training procedures among TRADOC personnel directly involved

with the SADT diagrams (commentiug or authoring)?,

1 none at all

2, a little

3. some

4, fair amount

very significatnamOunt

2. (8) To your knowledge, to what extent has the SofTech project fac-
ilitated either forMal or informal communication aboUt,Army

training procedure among TRADOC personnel not directly involved,

with- the SADT diagraMs (commenting or author ing) ?

3. (0)

none at all

a lit,tie .

some

4. fair .mount

5. very significant amount,.

To what extoln has the. ,.r;otTech project helped locus your atten-

tion on training and testing variables which yolthad not con-

s.idered previously'?-

not at ail

very little

somewhat

to a lair extent

VOFy
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4. (11) To what extent do the revised diagrams. that you have seen of
the new Army training and testing programs accurately represent
what the Army training and evaluationtsystem should be?

/ not enough information to judge

1. not accurate

2. rough approximations

3. variable in accuracy, depending on content modeled

'4. fairly accurate

5, extremely accurate

5. (20) To what extent will the Task 3 model lead to a clearer under2
standing of Army training, testing,. and evaluation programs?'

fi .

1. less understanding than before project

2. same understandirrit as before project

3, a slightly better understanding.

4. a noticeably better understanding

5. a much better understanding

(21) Do you believe the SADT models produced by SofTech thus Eat will
actually be used in ptanning needed changes in-Army training?

will not be used

be tend to a small extent

wilk he used some, depending on content modeled.

Will he used Lo a lair extent.

will be used extensIvelY



7. (22) To what extent do you believe the SADT diagrams produced thus
far,will.actually help to egtablish training requireffients?

. will not help

will help to a small extent

3. will help some

4. will help noticeably

5. will help considerably

. .

8. (23) Have the Task 3 models effectively elaborated those developed
. in Tasks 1 and 2?

f77 A
1. definitely not

J
2. probably not

uncertain

4. probably yes

dePinitely

9. ,(24) To what extent will SADT.models actually increase TRADOC's
analysis, planning, and management capabilities? (Complete
each column se.parately.)

Planning Analysis

none

a little

3 some

6. rl fai r

i. vor v much

Management
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10. (26) In your opinion, would a complete SADT model of Army training
serve as a valuable future reference for Army personnel respon-
sible for providing training?

1. would not be of any -value

2. would be of little value

3. would be'of some value

, 4: would be fairly valuable

5. /-would be very valuable

11. (27) 'llow.practica). do you.believe it is for TRADOC personnel to use
SADT for most design and analysis problems facing the Training
and Doctrine Command?.

1. very'imirractical

2. fairly impractical

3. marginally practical

fairly practical
1

5. very practical

12. To what extent to you believe SADT models will be useful in
bringing about changes in Army training and testing programs?
(Not included in original questionnaire.)

-

will not proVide iuy impetns-for .change

will contribute to change to a small-extent

w i prov ide some i lupe tti;) for change

will osutribute to change to a fairly large extent

will providothe major iiiipetus for change

1 )



13. (33) Has SADT beep:useful in identifying existing organizational
inefficiencies,in the current training and testing,procedures?

1. no use

2. not much use

3. some use

'4, a fair amounk.of use

5. a great use If

14. (34) Has the application of SADT lead to conceptual insights about
alternative methods of-conducting Army training and evaluation

programs?

hot at 'a11

2. very little

3.

4.

5.

some

to a fair- extent

to a great _extent

15. (35) Has the use of SADT had an impact on the training concepts

currently held by-TRADOC?

2.

not at all

very Little

to some extent

4. to a vonsidetahlo extent

i. to a yr,reat extent

1 4
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16. (36). In your opinion, would it be useful to TRADOC's mission, to
train 810,Army'personnel to be SADT authors?

no use

2, slightly useful`'

3. of some use

4. fairly useful

5. very useful

17. (37) In,your.opinion, has the amount of progress made by this pro-
ject on the problems facing TRADOC been worth the resources
the Army has devoted to it?

1. definitely has not been worth the time

2. generally has not been worth the time

3. has varied with the content, being modeled,

4. generally has been worth the time

5. all time spent has been worthwhile



Appendix D

Phase ,3 EvaldatiOn Questionnaire

Check the alternative' most congruent with your sentiments to each question:'
Feel free to elaborate on your responses in the additional 'space provided..

To what degree do you believe SADT diagrams are an effective way
of communicating to trained readers the substance of providing
Army training, testing, and evaluation programs?

1. not effective

2. (arely.effective

3. sometimes effective

4. fairly effective

5. very-effective

2. To yoLfr-knowledge, to:what,extent did the SADT project generate,
either formal or informal communication about Army training pro-
cedures among,TRADOC personnel?

1.

2.

3.

5.

none at all

a little

somo4

fair amount

very significant amount,

3. To what extent did SADT diagrams help focus attention on training
and testing variables which hadnOt been considered previously?

1. not at all

2. very little

3. somewhat'

to 'A fair extent----------

5. 'very much
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4. To ,what extent did SADT model's - elucidate the interrelationships

between the various components of training?

1. not at all

2. very little

.3. somewhat

4. to a fair extent

5. very much

5. To what 'extent were the benefits,of the SADT project At TRADOC, if
any, due to the diagrams or models themselves, i.e., the tangible
products or drawings, as opposed to the prOcess of c unicAtion
between ODCST staff members which may have been stimulated by-the

All

modeling process? If you feel no benefits accrued at all relevant,
to this question, check only the following:

no benefits at all.

1, benefits were entirely product - diagram related

2. 'benefits were mostly product - diagram related

O 4

3. benefits were split about evenly between products
produced and processes stimulated

4. benefits were mostly process related

5. benefits were entirely process related

6. To what extent has the application of SOT at TRAD0C, saved time
relative to other approaches (e.g., in-house TRADOC-committees,
outside consultants).that might have been employed to develop any
integrated system conCept of training?

1. has not.saved time

2. has saved very little time

3. has saved some time
1

4, has 'saved a fair amount of time

5. has saved considerable time
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training provideTo what
clearer

3 model of Army,extent_did,the Task a

programs?
understanding of the Army's:Itraining, testing,g and

2.

3.

4.

5.

unfamiliar with Task 3 model

less understanding than before project

same - -understanding as before project

a slightly better understanding
F.

a noticeably better Understanding

a much better understanding

8 Do you believe the SADT models produced by the.SofTech project will
actually'be used in plASnin g needed changes in-A7137 training?

1. will not be used

2 will be used to a small extent

3. will be used somej

4.

5.

will be used to a fair extent

will be used extensively
-

ng proceduresHas SADT9%
effect on ess and battlefieldhave a

helped identify changes, in traini dures that would

effectiveness
significant combat readiness
-veness if instituted?

1.\

2.

4.

5.

definitely not

a little

somewhat

t6 n fair extent

yo a significant extent
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10. In your opinion, would the complete SADT model of training serve
as a valuable future reference for Army perSonnel responsible fo
providing training ?' 4

.would not be of anyvalue

2. would be of litt

3. would be of some 'Value.

4. would be fairly valuable

5. would be very valuable

11. In your opinion, is SADT an'effective apprOaCh to the design and
analysis problems encountered by an agency such as TRADOC?

1. not effective

2. rarely effective

3. marginally effective

4. fairly effective

5. very effective

12. To what extent do you believe SADT models will provide the impetus
for changes in Army training and testing programs?

4.

will not provide any impetus for Tange

will cOntribute to change to a mall 'extent

will provide some impetus. for change

will contribute.to .change to a falTly:large extent

5. will provide the major impetus for change
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13. To what extent were the SADT models useful in identifying exiaqng
organizational inefficiencies in the current training and testing
procedures?

1.

2.

3.

4.

no use

not much use

some use

a:Tair amount of use

5 a gre'at use

14. Has the application of SADT led;te conceptual insights, about
alternatiVe methods'of'conductltigArmy training and testing
programs?

1.

2.

3.

not at all

very little

some

'4. to a fair extent

to a oeqt extent

LS. In your opinion, will the SofTech project ultimately affect the
training concepts held by TRADOC?

L. not at aLl

2. very Little

3. . to seine extent

to a considerable extent

5. to a great extent

1 4 7
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.16. In yoUeOpinion, would it be Aisef61: to TRADOC46 mission to train
additional personnel to be SADT authorS7

1.

2.

4.

no use

slightly useful

.of :some use

fairly. useful

very useful

Beyond the specific modeIS produeed, towhatextent has the
experience of partiCipating in this project increased TRADOC's
general analytic and planning capabilities?

1.

2.

' 4.

5.

the experience has had no effect on these abilitieS

the experience has had a minimal effect on these
abilities

the experience has had an effect only in the
_particular content areas modeled

the experience has -had a noticeable effect on these
abilities /

//
the experience has greatly increased these abilities
within TRADOC

IB: In your opinion, is it realistic to expect that TRADOC's general
analysis ,and planning capabilities would increase as a result of
their participation in a project such as this one?

1. not a realistic eXpectation

2. definitely a realistic expectation

3- insufficient information to judge

)
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19 In your Opiqon, has the amount,.pf rogress made by this 'Project
on the problems facing TRADOC been worth the time Army personnel
have devoted to it?

/..definitely has. not been worth the time.

2. generally has not been Worth the time

3. has varied with the content being modeled

4. generally has been worth the tame'.-

5. all time spent has been worthwhile

'20. The new total system conceptualization of training developed by"
TRADOC is the result of several major intellectual activities.
occurring'at'TRADOC in the last few'years. `We ,are trying to
determine how much influente the,SefTech project has had-on the
emergente,of this new system. Please indicate-your. estimate
of SOfTechls contribution to the progress made by TRADOC in
developing, an_integrated systems approach to training:,

SofTech has not contributed

2.
4

SofTech's contribution has been minimal

1.

3. SofTech made, a moderate contribution

5.

4SofTecb was a major contributor.

SofTech_was, the most important single contributor

2L. Do you consider the total system concept"of training as-elucidated
by the Task 3 model an improvement overprevious conceptualizations
of training held by' the ArMy?

2.

3.

4.

previous conceptualizations of training.were.
'superior

previous conceptualizations were. slightly better

previous conceptualizations and total system concept
are about equal

4 ,total system concept is slightly better

5. total. system concept is superior



'ftease respond. to the following questionsiliy writing "your answers in the,

\
spac'e Rrovided., If you need more:space; continue On the. extra Pages
at. the end of th1g-2booklet or attpciyi;i additional sheet.: - ..While.
of the question's could be red onded to with a brief: comMent, tx:ioUld
liketo 'ask, that you elaborate on your resPonses whenever poseible.

Qme'stionnaire and interview.4data showed that theHdPinions of.TRADOC
officers were more pqsitive towards SADT at ..tfie end of Task 3
(May, 1977) than.they were at the end of Task ..2 (December, 1976).
To what do yoU,a'etribute this shift in attitbde?.'
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23. To your knowledge, in what ways w141 the Task 3 model be used by
TRADOC?

V

1.51
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24. It was anticipated that in addition to the SADT models produced; the

TRADOC organization would improve their analytic and planning capa-

bilities as a result of their participation in the project.

In you opinion, has this project had animpact on TRADOC's ability

to solve large and/or complex problems? If so, how has TRADOC's

analysts and planning capabilities improved? If you do not think

the project has had an impact 'ort these abilities within TRADOC, why

do you think this transfer of technical skills failed tb'occur?
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25. In what ways has TRADOC benefited from the SofTech project?

1r
1 5 1



.26. In what ways could the SofTech project have been altered to better
meet TRADOC's needs?

6+
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af. Do you have any other thoughts or comments about SADT or the SofTech
project which you howl not had an opportunity to express but believe
to be important to this evaluation?

do
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